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LETTER FROM OUR CEO

Welcome to BSM‘s Sustainability Report 2020

In these unprecedented times, shipping services have played a critical role in 
overcoming the pandemic with the continued undisrupted transport of food, 
energy and medical supplies worldwide.

I am incredibly proud of every person in BSM for their outstanding work ethic and 
devotion to overcoming the challenges we faced over the past year.

As the international response to COVID-19 continues to change, our crew has been 
unable to travel or be repatriated at the end of their contracts. However, despite the 
complexities of 2020, we continue to prioritise and deliver safe ship operations.

BSM found it crucial to share vital information between our ships and offices, 
business partners, and customers to shape new effective pandemic policies and 
procedures.

Much effort was made in supporting our seafarers and shore staff during the 
extended periods of isolation and worry over their health and loved ones. We 
learned more about the importance of mental health and introduced new resources 
such as a dedicated 24/7 BSM helpline for our seafarers and their families. 

We proved the agility of our company and people by having transitioned over 90% 
of our shore operations to remote work overnight. As a result, we succeeded in 
creating business continuity while prioritising the safety of our people.

Shipping remains the most efficient means of global transport, facilitating 
globalisation with the lowest carbon emissions. However, the potential to improve 
is vast, with the sector increasingly focused on innovation and systemic change.

Over my many years with the Schulte Group, I have been impressed with the rapid 
diversification of services we develop and deliver to meet growing industry needs.

Today in shipping, there is a huge demand for decarbonisation. BSM is forming 
strategic partnerships to develop, advise on and implement innovative solutions 
that help our customers monitor and mitigate their environmental impact. 

Inevitably, technological advancements create the need for new skills. 

With an agile methodology, we develop learning for our people and automate our 
processes to make us fit for the future.

Through our extensive online learning programmes, we upskill and reskill our 
employees and pave the path for their career development.

In this first external sustainability report, we have shared various ambitious goals in 
line with our key stakeholders‘ interests and began working on them. I am pleased 
with the progress and successes detailed throughout this report. I believe deeply in 
our people and look forward to the wonderful future we will create. 

I am incredibly proud of every person in BSM for their outstanding work ethic and 

devotion to overcoming the challenges we faced over the past year.

Ian Beveridge
CEO, Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement
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1.1 COMPANY PROFILE

Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement (BSM) is 
an integrated maritime solutions provider. As a 
member of the Schulte Group, BSM benefits from 
its 135+ years of experience in the shipping industry. 
By managing a fleet of approximately 600 vessels, 
19,000 seafarers and 1,500 shore-based employees, 
we enable the delivery of safe, reliable, and efficient 
ship management services. 

We are supported by a network of 11 Ship 
Management (SMC), 23 Crew Service (CSC), four 
wholly owned Maritime Training Centres (MTC) and 
six representative offices across the world. 

Alongside comprehensive ship management 
services, BSM offers a suite of complementary 
services through our various subsidiaries and 
entities, customised to meet individual client 
requirements. BSM is part of the Schulte Group and 
ultimately owned by Bernhard Schulte GmbH & Co. 
KG, a limited partnership registered in Germany.

Specifically, in 2020, BSM had 392 full-managed 
and 168 crew-managed vessels with the aim of 
further growing our managed fleet.  
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BSM BUSINESS MODEL

NEW BUILDING & CONVERSION COMMERCIAL MANAGEMENT

SHIPMANAGEMENT VALUE ADDED SERVICES

DIGITAL MARINE SOLUTIONS

FINANCIAL & PROCUREMENT
SERVICES

NEW BUILDING
SUPERVISION

POST FIXTURE
MANAGEMENT

CREW CATERING &  
HOSPITALITY SERVICES

RECRUITMENT  
& TRAINING

INSPECTION
& ADVISORY

SOFTWARE
APPLICATIONS

SUPPLIER NEGOTIATION 
& CONTRACTING

CONVERSION &
RETROFIT PROJECTS

SALE &
PURCHASE

CHARTERING

TECHNICAL TRAVEL
MANAGEMENT

PORT SERVICES

MAINTENANCE
& REPAIR

SATELLITE COMMUNICATION 
& CYBER SECURITY

MARINE
INSURANCE
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LOCATIONS OF OPERATIONS

COUNTRY SERVICES

Ukraine CSC

Latvia CSC

Ghana CSC

Myanmar CSC

Indonesia CSC, Representative Office

Philippines CSC (x 3 locations), MTC, ETN

Venezuela CSC

Japan Representative Office

France YPI Crew

South Korea Representative Office

Bermuda Representative Office

Spain Representative Office

Dubai Representative Office

TYPE OF CUSTOMERS OR BENEFICIARIES

Shipowners & shipowner related companies

Charterers

Oil Majors

Brokers

Suppliers/Vendors

Insurance Brokers and P&I club

Audit and Law Firm

External Crewing Agency

Port and Travel Agent

Shipyard

Warehouse owners

Leasing Companies

Banks & Financial Institutions

COUNTRY SERVICES

Germany SMC, Pronav, BSM Cruise Services , BSM Offshore Services

Cyprus SMC, Hanseatic Chartering Services, MTC, GenPro

Singapore BSM Offshore Services, SMC

Hong Kong Schulte Marine Concept , SMC, HMAS 

Mexico SMC, CSC (x 2 locations), BSM Offshore Services

UK SMC (x 2 locations), ETN

China SMC, CSC, MTC, Schulte Marine Concept

Greece SMC, HMAS

India SMC, CSC (x 6 locations), MTC, Seachef, ETN

Russia CSC (x 4 locations)

Croatia CSC

Romania CSC

Poland CSC

BSM PRESENCE
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1.2 BSM’S SUSTAINABILITY JOURNEY 

There has been increased interest in sustainability over the past ten years, with 
employees, customers, investors, policymakers, and society showing growing 
expectations for social, economic and environmental responsibility. This is evident 
from climate news coverage and public discussion on risks and potential solutions, 
which has intensified since 2016 by 106% on carbon capture, 149% on risk to 
property, and 252% on financial or insurance risk1.

In 2020, some emerging trends in maritime include the need for practical 
decarbonisation solutions, the fight against corruption, the prioritisation of socially 
responsible investments, and, heightened by the pandemic, the necessity for 
dedicated resources for the wellbeing of the workforce. 

In past years, BSM actively contributed to Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
initiatives and invested in innovation projects. However, our actions were more 
reactive than proactive. Since 2017, we have greatly invested in developing our 
expertise and embedding sustainability into our business strategy.

We aim to raise awareness on critical issues and empower stakeholders with precise 
and transparent sustainability reporting. We have begun the work on gaining 
consistency, measurability, and comparability in our data and methodologies, 
optimising our performance and strengthening data-driven decision-making for our 
stakeholders.

Moreover, our goals and values help us make the right decisions at all levels of our 
operations, as they act as our belief system which binds us together as one BSM. 
We want to push our business -and the way business is done - further than ever 
before.

We’re joining forces with our local communities, our employees, partners, Non-
Governmental Organisations (NGOs) and experts to have a lasting impact. We are 
proud of the journey we are on and recognise that there is still much to do and 
learn.

1 ‘Are you reframing your future or is the future reframing you?‘, Megatrends 2020 and beyond, EYQ 
3rd edition, p. 23.
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OUR GOALS  

Our first priority is the safe
operation of the vessels we
manage, with no loss of 
life, injuries, damage to the 
environment or property.

To continuously 
improve our results 
in a sustainable 
manner.

To be the employer of choice for 
highly competent seafarers and 
shore-based personnel.

To provide high quality,  
value-added services that fully 
meet our customers’ needs.

To meet and exceed our 
customer‘s expectations.

OUR
GOALS
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OUR VALUES  

INDEPENDENCE

We are wholly family-owned and 
private, with a financially sound 
position.

VALUED EMPLOYEES

We reward good performance, take 
pride in the Schulte Group’s cultural 
diversity and provide opportunities 
for continuous development.

FAIRNESS

We treat business partners and 
employees with fairness, keep 
our commitments, and thereby 
maintain our good reputation.

RESPONSIBILITY

We ensure safety at sea, 
protect the environment, 
and are socially responsible.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Encouraging initiative and innovation,  
systematically managing risks, encouraging 
teamwork and unbureaucratic business  
processes.

OUR
VALUES
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1.3 GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE 

Our governance structure allows for a comprehensive and effective management 
approach towards sustainability across BSM. 

The Sustainability Core Team is responsible for shaping BSM’s sustainability 
strategy, coordinating the effective implementation of related activities and 
projects, as well as publishing the annual sustainability report. 

Photo taken by BSM Captain Smirnovs Romans.

Thirty-eight focal points, who represent all ranks and units across BSM support 
the Sustainability Core Team by monitoring related projects, collecting all relevant 
data, and sharing their ideas on existing and new initiatives. Our focal points were 
carefully selected for their strong overview and knowledge of our operations.
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GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE 

Focal points per department:

• 14 Colleagues  
• 11 Departments  
• Role: to provide qualitative and/or quantitative   
 information and share opinion/ideas on  
 sustainability objectives, on-going and current   
 sustainability projects, and activities 

Focal points per location: 

• 24 Colleagues  
• 36 Locations  
• Role: to update the upcoming Environmental   
 Dashboard with the environmental data of the   
 location for which they are responsible.

Elena Pantazidou
Director of  

Group HR Shore

Christina Hadjisterkoti
Communication

Specialist

Irena Kyprianidou     
Group HR Shore Trainee

Christina Syrtchin
Personal Assistant to  
Managing Director

Umesh Lulla
Group General Manager 

HR Marine

James Joseph
Senior Regulatory 

Compliance Superintendent

Martin MacMahon
Environmental 

Compliance Manager

SUSTAINABILITY CORE TEAM

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Ian Beveridge
Chief Executive Officer

Jeroen Deelen
Chief Operating Officer

Sebastian Graf
von Hardenberg

Chief Financial Officer

Sankar Ragavan
Chief Digital Officer

Yiannis Sykas
Director - Strategy and
Product Development
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1.4 ADOPTING THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

The 17 interlinked United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs2) 
- designed by the United Nations General Assembly in 2015 - serve as ‘the 
blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable world‘ by 2030. We are 
inspired by the worldwide agenda for sustainable development and use the 
UN SDGs as our guide to identify opportunities and set new ambitions. After 
evaluating the positive and negative impacts of our operations and the concerns 
of our stakeholders, we prioritised five SDGs that BSM can most influence.

OUR PRIORITY SDGs

• SDG 4 Quality Education - Stimulate educational activities across and 
beyond our operations.

• SDG 5 Gender Equality - Promote gender equality in our operations and 
beyond.

• SDG 8 Decent Work and Economic Growth - Protect labour rights and 
offer opportunities for growth.

• SDG 12 Responsible Consumption and Production - Strive for maximising 
resource efficiency at sea and at shore.

• SDG 14 Life Below Water - Push towards the protection of our oceans from 
marine pollution and ocean acidification.

We believe in fairness, responsibility and entrepreneurship and are committed to 
incorporate the SDGs in our strategic decision-making, solutions,  
and value chain. 

As part of our commitment, we will review our performance annually, update 
our priorities based on industry-wide and company-specific developments, and 
report on our progress.

2 The 17 interlinked United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) - designed by the United 
Nations General Assembly in 2015 - serve as ‘the blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable 
world‘ by 2030.
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SDG 4: Quality Education 

COVID-19 proved the resilience and adaptability of BSM people, 
and we believe our investment in quality education was essential. 
We ensure our people have the skills and knowledge needed to 
tackle emerging challenges and expectations by creating new 

learning programmes.  

Our company offers equal access to quality education by assigning and sponsoring 
learning according to our employees’ job-specific requirements. We encourage 
lifelong and inclusive learning, personal and professional, by identifying our 
employee’s progress or needs in our annual appraisal. 

In 2020, we witnessed how COVID-19 exacerbated inequalities in education for 
low-income communities. Therefore we shifted our focus and helped students 
complete their school year by donating resources and essential items.

Our targets for SDG 4 is to expand our Out of the Box initiative through 30% more 
sponsorship of children’s education and enhance iLearn platform by introducing 
interactive e-learning. Read more in the ‘Training and Development‘ section. 

SDG 5: Gender Equality

In shipping, gender inequality is an increasingly important topic 
due to the low representation of women at sea and in leadership 
positions. BSM understands the value of equal representation and 
its connection to successfully growing as a company. We tackle 

this topic by advocating BSM women’s exceptional capabilities and achievements. 
Further, we increase women’s participation in our leadership programmes.

Our targets for SDG 5 are to create a dedicated traineeship for young women in 
science and develop them for technical roles, and create new policies and training 
on discrimination. Read more in the ‘Building a Diverse Workforce‘ and ‘Training and 
Development‘ sections.

SDG 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth 

Responsibility is a core element of our values. By safeguarding a 
safe and comfortable work place, through our well-established 
Quality, Health, Safety, and Environmental (QHSE) management 
system, we can then focus on creating new learning and 

employment opportunities. 

For youth, it is challenging to enter the shipping sector as it often requires strong 
technical knowledge and familiarity with the industry. To bridge this gap, we 
are developing traineeship and internship programmes for fresh graduates and 
undergraduates and a dedicated cadet programme.

We foster a spirit of innovation by supporting new business ideas through  
collaboration with start-up incubators. Internally, we develop programmes that 
accelerate our employees’ ideas and improve their business skills.

Our targets for SDG 8 include the launch of our traineeship and internship 
programmes to increase our young talent recruitment rate by 30% in 2022 and to 
partner with two new acceleration programmes for young people. Read more in the 
‘Training and Development‘ and ‘Our Planet‘ sections.

OUR PRIORITY SDGs
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SDG 12: Responsible Consumption and Production

Shipping is the most efficient means of transport. However, the 
sector still has a significant environmental impact with great 
potential for improvement. 

We facilitate environmentally sound vessel management through 
our diverse service portfolio. Our greatest challenge related to SDG 12 is mitigating 
vessel emissions. Therefore, to reduce our impact, we utilise weather routing, slow 
speeding, smart hull maintenance, advise on and implement energy efficiency 
retrofits, and more.

BSM is investigating emerging alternative fuels through its established 
decarbonisation team. Finally, we are investing in greener practices and transparent 
reporting for our company.

Our goal for 2021 is to create a leading decarbonisation strategy. Read more in the 
‘Energy and Emissions Management‘ section.

SDG 14: Life Below Water

Ocean transportation is far-reaching and provides a better quality 
of life through the sharing of resources. As a ship manager, we 
directly impact the health of our oceans and thus it’s our duty to 
protect and preserve them.

Our dedicated initiative BlueSeasMatter creates awareness of humankind’s impact 
on marine life and ecosystems and engages our people in fighting pollution. 
Further, in 2020, we partnered with Eyesea, whose mission is to facilitate clean-up 
response and marine pollution prevention. We are the eyes of the oceans and now 
want to be the voice, therefore BSM is supporting the development of their waste 
mapping application.

Our targets for SDG 14 are to eliminate single-use plastic from our 36 offices by 
2022 and eliminate plastic water bottles onboard our 380+ full-managed vessels by 
2025. Read more in the ‘Waste Management‘ section.

Created in 2018, BlueSeasMatter is an initiative borne out of our employees’ 
passion to protect the world’s oceans, rivers, and beaches. BlueSeasMatters 
tackles SDG 14 by engaging the BSM community and network to:

• Spread awareness about environmental challenges

• Implement solutions to improve the health of our oceans

• Empower our people by providing resources to develop activities for their local 
communities

• Harvest the creativity of our people to innovate our operations

In 2020, we built on our previous year’s activities that had over 1000 participants 
involved in community clean-ups, tree or flower planting, and other green 
actions. However, the lockdowns imposed due to the pandemic drove us to 
pivot our approach. While being stuck at home, our employees needed ways to 
entertain their little ones. So, we created the ‘little minds, BIG DREAMS‘ event. 

On UN International Mother Earth Day, we released an activity booklet for 
children filled with resources. The booklet had videos on sustainability, science 
experiments, links to hundreds of free online books, and a fun poster activity 
around the day’s theme. On World Oceans Day, we promoted UNESCO’s live 
stream event on ‘Innovation for a Sustainable Ocean‘. Also, we shared an 
informational poster with an activity for children on plastic pollution. Through 
BlueSeasMatter, we show that a single action can be meaningful when  
supported by our community.

OUR PRIORITY SDGs
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1.5 OUR APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY

Our Social and Environmental policies and related procedures describe our overall 
approach to sustainability. At the same time, our Human Resources Policy Manual 
acts as our code of conduct, supporting our employees in their everyday work. 
For example, we have a guideline for shaping agile and varied teams. To ensure 
group-level projects’ efficacy, we form teams with different expertise, nationalities, 
genders, and ages.

Stakeholder Engagement

At BSM, we frequently engage our stakeholders for their valuable feedback 
and view on the future. Having an open dialogue helps us identify global trends 
and business opportunities and make decisions that proactively address our 
stakeholders’ interests and concerns. In our experience, this fosters relationships 
built on trust and deeper understanding.

We engage our stakeholders through structured and ad hoc communication, 
regular surveys such as customer and employee satisfaction, grievance channels 
and desk research. 

In 2020, the Sustainability Core Team conducted an exercise to evaluate and refine 
our key stakeholder groups and identify our material topics for this sustainability 
report. We analysed each stakeholders’ impact on our operations, our dependency 
on each other and our company’s responsibility towards their livelihood. Further, we 
selected a representative sample for each group based on our relationship. Overall, 
we engaged three internal and five external stakeholder groups and identified 11 
material topics (see Table 2 Material Topics Boundaries and Corresponding SDGs).

The Schulte Group leadership (Dr Heinrich Schulte on the left and Mr Ian Beveridge on the 
right) discussing COVID-19’s impact and their vision for the future.
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STAKEHOLDERS ENGAGEMENT

Stakeholder Group Significance Engagement Method Frequency

EXTERNAL

Management Board Our Management Board determines the vision and 
mission of the company. Their engagement and support 
in our sustainability journey is crucial. 

Telephone/Email/Management Team 
Meetings/Video Calls
Materiality Assessment Questionnaire
Exit Interview feedback

Continuous

Annually for reporting purposes
Irregular

Managers & Directors Managers and Directors ensure the values of the 
company are protected and goals met. They oversee 
the proper function of their department and have a 
more comprehensive idea of the daily requirements and 
challenges.

Materiality Assessment Questionnaire
360˚ Survey  
Exit Interview feedback

Irregular 
Annually for reporting purposes
Annually 

Employees 
(Shore and at Sea)

Our employees are BSM’s biggest asset. They provide 
valuable knowledge, foster BSM’s unique culture, and 
they are essential for the company’s success.

Employee Satisfaction Survey (ESS)
Seafarer Welfare Survey
‘BSM Sofa‘ discussion panel in MS Teams
Seafarer Blog
Telephone/Email/Virtual Meetings
Materiality Assessment Questionnaire
Self-appraisal and corresponding 
meeting
360˚ Feedback Exercise
Survey on Remote Work
Fleet Personnel Survey
Exit Interview feedback
Panel Discussions
Seafarer Leadership Seminars

Annually
Irregular – latest in 2019
Irregular – in important dates 
Irregular – in important dates
Irregular
Annually for reporting purposes
Annually

Irregular
Due to Covid-19 
Due to Covid-19
Irregular
Irregular
Monthly

Table 1 Stakeholder Engagement 

The table provides information regarding the methods and the frequency of engaging with our key internal and external stakeholders. 
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STAKEHOLDERS ENGAGEMENT

Stakeholder Group Significance Engagement Method Frequency

INTERNAL

Customers Smooth cooperation with our suppliers is necessary to 
ensure the high quality of our services and our customers’ 
satisfaction.

Customer Satisfaction Survey 
Online Research on 11 suppliers
Telephone/Emails

Annually for reporting purposes
Irregular
Annually for reporting purposes

Competitors Investigating the current state and ambitions of 
our competitors help us develop and maintain our 
competitive advantage. 

Online Research on 7 competitors Annually for reporting purposes

Suppliers Smooth cooperation with our suppliers is necessary to 
ensure the high quality of our services and our customers’ 
satisfaction.

Online Research on 11 suppliers
Webinars
Telephone/Emails
Online or In Person meetings

Annually for reporting purposes
Irregular
Irregular
Irregular

Trade Associations The valuable knowledge and guidance of Trade 
Associations are key for developing attractive service 
offerings.

Social Media Platforms
Online Research on 4 trade associations

Regular Updates 
Annually for reporting purposes

NGOs NGOs offer partnership possibilities for a variety of 
environmental and social activities. They reflect the 
society’s expectations. 

Social Media 
Online Research on 5 NGOs

Regular Updates
Annually for reporting purposes
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Defining our Material Topics 

In 2020, we referred to the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standard3 topics to 
prepare a materiality assessment questionnaire. Next, we invited our internal 
stakeholders to rate each GRI topic based on how important they perceive it. As a 
result, a total of 143 questionnaires were collected and analysed. For our external 
stakeholder groups, we identified high-interest topics by monitoring their media 
and social media.

MATERIALITY MATRIX 2020
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Suppliers social  
& environmental  
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Water &  
effluents

Emissions

Energy

Training & 
education

Waste

Anti- 
competitive 

behaviour

Anti-corruption

Employment
Customer 
privacy

Socio-economic 
compliance

Economic 
performance

Innovation

Occupational  
health & safety

Environmental 
compliance

Human rights

Digitalisation

Materials
Labor/management 

relations

Materiality Matrix 2020

3 Global Reporting Initiative: https://www.globalreporting.org/how-to-use-the-gri-standards/

4 The term ‘material‘ used in this report refers to the ‘material topic‘ definition of the GRI. It refers 
to relevant topics, which potentially merit inclusion in the report and can reasonably be considered 
important for reflecting the organisation’s economic, environmental, and social impacts or influencing 
the decisions of stakeholders.

Finally, we assigned a weightage to each stakeholder group and prioritised the 
GRI topics for internal and external stakeholders accordingly. We developed a 
materiality matrix based on the combined results indicating the material4 topics for 
BSM’s stakeholders.

Materiality Matrix 2020. X-axis indicates the material topics for internal stakeholders and Y-axis indicates the material topics for external stakeholders. The scale of importance is based on the weight 
and total score of internal and external stakeholders respectively (0=not important, 1=most important). The colour-coding of each topic does not signify its importance.
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MATERIAL TOPICS BOUNDARIES AND CORRESPONDING SDGs

Topic Boundaries

Material
Topics BSM

External Stakeholders Corresponding 
GRI Disclosure

Corresponding 
Chapter

Customer Competitors Suppliers Trade Associations NGOs

Emissions & Energy √ √ √ √ √ √
GRI-302
GRI-305

Our Planet

Occupational Health 
& Safety

√ √ √ √ √ GRI-403 Our People

Environmental 
Compliance

√ √ GRI-307 Our Operations

Anti-corruption √ √ √ GRI-205 Our Operations

Training & Education √ √ GRI-404 Our People

Socio-Economic 
Compliance

√ √ GRI-419 Our Operations

Employment √ GRI-401 Our People

Waste √ √ √ √ GRI-306 Our Planet

Innovation & 
Digitalisation

√ √ √ √
No GRI related 
disclosures

Information is 
included in each topic 
when applicable 

Diversity & Equal 
Opportunities

√ √ √ √ GRI 405 Our People

Supplier 
Environmental & 
Social Assessment

√ √ √ GRI-307 Our Operations

Table 2 Material Topics Boundaries and Corresponding SDGs

The table provides an overview of BSM’s material topics covered in the report and their scope. 
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MEMBERSHIPS AND SUBSCRIPTIONS

BSM has 110 memberships and subscriptions in industry bodies, boards, 
committees to follow future developments, discuss industry challenges and share 
best practices for sustainable development. We collaborate with several NGOs and 
academic institutions to implement environmentally or socially oriented projects in 
the context of CSR.

A GLIMPSE AT BSM MEMBERSHIPS

Rightship 

Rightship is the world’s biggest third-party maritime due diligence organisation, 
providing expertise in global safety, sustainability, and social responsibility 
practices. All our full-managed bulk carriers are using the GHG Rating, a tool 
which compares the relative efficiency of the world’s shipping fleet. Additionally, 
the Rightship Safety Scores are used in all our full-managed bulk carriers and SMC 
offices worldwide. Our collaboration with Rightship allow us to benchmark our 
performance against peers and to investigate opportunities for improvement.

INTERTANKO

INTERTANKO (the International Association of Independent Tanker Owners) is 
a trade association that has served as the voice for independent tanker owners. 
INTERTANKO actively works on a wide range of operational, technical, legal, and 
commercial issues affecting tanker owners and operators. BSM has become a 
member in Intertanko’s Environmental and Safety Committees and to actively 
engage and impact future regulations.

SIGTTO

SIGTTO (Society of International Gas Tanker and Terminal Operators) is the 
preeminent authority for the promotion of safe, environmentally responsible, and 
reliable gas shipping and terminal operations. It holds an NGO consultative status 
at the International Maritime Organisation (IMO). BSM’s Chairman, David Furnival 
has been elected as the president of SIGTTO in 2016. Through our engagement, we 
remain updated on the latest industry news, we share experiences and influence 
the decision towards agreed criteria for best practices and acceptable standards.
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2.1 ENHANCING OUR TALENT PIPELINE MANAGEMENT APPROACH

1. PURPOSE

• At our core, we have our talented employees. To amplify their 
capabilities, we empower them with advanced learning programmes, 
innovative self-education tools, and sponsoring of external qualifications. 
We harness their skills and knowledge for the growth of our company 
and industry.

• BSM ensures a diverse workforce that values equity by strengthening our 
multi-cultural leaders with structures that discourage biased hiring and 
policies that clearly outline expectations.

• We grow the inspirational, forward-thinking and socially responsible 
actions of our employees through global CSR activities. 

• Further, we believe in rewarding our employees for their exemplary 
behaviour and motivate them to mentor and guide each other for their 
mutual benefit and development.

2. POLICIES

• BSM goes beyond mandated laws and regulations, having strong internal 
policies and procedures that protect our employees’ rights. 

•  Our Recruitment and Induction policies ensure the smooth joining or 
transition of employees in the company. 

• We secure the privacy of our employees through our General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) policy and their right to express their 
concerns through Disciplinary, Grievance and Speaking Up policies. 

4. GOALS & TARGETS

• Our People strategy is revised annually based on our Employee and 
Seafarer Satisfaction Surveys. Read more in the ‘Enhancing our People 
Strategy’ section.

3. COMMITMENTS

• We are committed to operating with transparency, honesty and always in 
line with international and national laws and regulations. 

• It is our duty to ensure safe and ethical operations, founded on a culture 
of inclusivity and respect. 

• To remain an employer of choice, we are committed to review and 
enhance our policies continuously. To achieve this, we empower our 
people and make sure their voice is heard.

•  We greatly appreciate our employees time and effort, and offer 
various compensation packages and added benefits.

• Our Social policy is designed to provide and promote employee 
opportunities, and reflect our involvement in the local communities in 
which we operate.
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6. GRIEVANCE MECHANISM

• All our BSM employees have the right to report a disciplinary issue or 
grievance based on the four types of unsafe behaviour outlined in our 
‘Just Culture’ policy: human error, negligent conduct, reckless conduct, 
wilful violations.

5. RESPONSIBILITY & RESOURCES 

• Group Human Resources (HR) Shore: Responsible for developing 
employee policies, people strategy (e.g. career pathing), and a diverse 
and inclusive workplace.

• Local HR teams: Responsible for implementing laws and regulations and 
the company’s policies. 

• Group HR Marine: Responsible for implementing and managing a robust 
crewing system, ensuring BSM seafarers career development and future 
skills.

• CSCs: Responsible for building, managing and developing highly 
competent seafarer pools.

• MTCs: Responsible for producing and offering training and development 
programmes for seafarers.

• Zoho People is BSM’s customised HR software. It covers a broad range of 
services from hiring, onboarding, attendance and appraisals. 

• At BSM, we use Smart Portal Active Link (PAL), a proprietary web-based 
enterprise resource planning software for ship managers and owners.

• BSM’s Speaking up policy ensures all employees can report business, 
personal, or other misconducts/ malpractices they witness at work that 
has ramifications on the vessel, without any fear or pressure or coercion. 
BSM staff have access to an independently operated reporting mechanism 
to enable them to make anonymous reports. The report is investigated 
internally, and corrective or preventive actions are identified, implemented, 
and monitored. 

• Evaluation and Adjustment of Management Approach

•  In response to COVID-19, we developed the Pandemic policy, which 
covers contingency plans that ensure a smooth transition to remote work 
and effective operations. Read more in the ‘Responding to COVID-19 
Challenges‘ section.

2.1 ENHANCING OUR TALENT PIPELINE MANAGEMENT APPROACH  
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RESPONDING TO COVID-19 CHALLENGES

The tremendous efforts of our people worldwide enabled us to continue our work 
quickly and safely. We tested and scaled up new ways of working with speed, 
rethinking and reshaping our business for an uncertain future.

COVID-19 fundamentally changed routine work at BSM as we facilitated a 
90% transition to Work From Home (WFH). We provided essential equipment 
and systems to establish a complete virtual set-up. MariApps Marine Solutions 
(MariApps) provided outstanding technical support and the necessary equipment 
to staff to ensure business continuity.

Our people’s safety was and still is our number one priority. Therefore, we shared 
contingency plans and best practices across our offices and developed a Pandemic 
policy with clear procedures to guide our employees on flexible work, health and 
safety. 

BSM supplied reusable masks, temperature monitoring devices, hand sanitisation 
gels, and additional cleaning and maintenance routines. We also offered weekly 
rapid testing on our premises in several locations. In this way, we ensured smooth 
operations by reinforcing our safety measures in our offices and vessels. 

Our global presence and network enabled us to solve problems in the ever-
changing landscape of the pandemic. For example, we sourced over 10,000 masks 
for our Asia colleagues and seafarers during the market shortage of medical 
supplies. 

To help employees juggle caregiving with work, we introduce flexible hours that 
they could adjust based on their circumstances.

Going above and beyond, our seafarers continued to work longer than their 
service periods while relying on their shore colleagues’ tireless efforts to repatriate 
them. When possible, BSM collaborated with Eurasia Travel Network (ETN) to 
charter flights and got our seafarers home safely. In addition, through regular 
communication, we ensured their good mental state and provided them with any 
support they needed. We are grateful to the thousands of employees who made 
this happen with a safety-first mindset. 

Further, to keep our people connected to the BSM community, we prepared a 
series of virtual activities that included BSM volunteers hosting cooking classes 
and reading stories for children. Also, guest presenters were invited to host various 
wellness-related activities. Our seafarers received supportive messages, informative 
bulletins and the latest news through our Seafarer Blog.

These are just some examples of the multi-faceted approach we took to persevere 
and thrive during this challenging year. But, of course, we could not have done this 
without our people genuinely caring and supporting each other every step of the 
way.

Looking ahead, our focus is shifting to the mental health of our people as we 
foresee that the instability of COVID-19 will continue for longer than expected.

BSM China - Emergency Scenario Presentation.
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ACTIONS AGAINST COVID-19 

FALSE AND INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION

Active information gathering

• Weekly COVID-19 update meetings.

• COVID-19 impact on staff/offices excel.

Transparent/ frequent communication with staff

• Weekly COVID-19 update article on oneHUB.

• Weekly Information Digest via email.

VARYING GOVERNMENT POLICIES GLOBALLY

New policies and procedures

• Creation of Pandemic policy - new working conditions.

• Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) – with best practices.

• Updated HR Shore Policy Manual.

• Frequent revision of internal crew change procedures based on COVID-19 
 global developments.

• Two Ask Me Anything (AMA) sessions with our Chief Operating Officer (COO) 
and Chief Executive Officer (CEO).

ENSURING HEALTH AND SAFETY OF STAFF

New health and safety measures

• Established COVID-19 Health & Safety Officers.

• Increased frequency of cleaning offices.

• Shared best practices between locations.

Transition to remote work

• Remote work policy.

• Flexible working hours.

STAFF MORALE AND MENTAL HEALTH

Feedback surveys

• Remote Work Survey for shore staff - 80% transitioned to working from home. 
Responses: 57% positive, 33% neutral, with ‘Hopeful‘ and ‘Optimistic‘ most 
expressed sentiment. 

• Fleet Personnel Officers survey - resulted in a One-time Bonus with Appreciation 
notes.

• ESS - introduced COVID-19 questions to evaluate performance.

• Re:Fresh Wellbeing survey (Refer to page 41, section 2.1.3 Enhancing Our People 
Strategy).

Virtual Global Activities

• Introduced a social channel for all employees, called BSM Sofa. 

• Hosted Virtual Global Activities: 16 virtual wellness activities (fitness, cooking, 
meditation, storybook time).

• OneHUB minigame/Picture of the week mini-contest.

• Schulte Group Photo Competition.

• ‘Be Well‘ video.

• Hosted activities in our Seafarer Blog – a platform that connects our seafarers. 

BSM partnership with The Sailors Society (SS)

• Developing the ‘Captains Guide to Welfare of Crew‘ and a chapter application. 

• BSM supports the SS campaign ‘Not on my watch‘ which tackles the suicide and 
depression at sea. 

BSM partnership with International Seafarers’ Welfare and Assistance 
Network (ISWAN)

• Coherent package for seafarer mental health and welfare awareness training.

• 24/7 365 Helpline for seafarers.
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2.1.1 BUILDING A DIVERSE WORKFORCE 

BSM is a company with diverse teams that value equity, respect and honesty. 
For years we have worked with our employees to create an environment of 
collaboration and understanding, irrespective of ethnicity, social class, age, 
sexuality, disability or gender. 

With a global presence in 26 countries and over 20,000 employees at shore and sea 
(Refer to Appendix 2), we have successfully shaped a multi-cultural workforce. Our 
diverse teams thrive in an inclusive environment, showing a higher-performance, 
creative solution-building, agile and quick thinking that benefits our customers. 

However, we know that inclusion is not a direct outcome of diversity but is needed 
to act as an essential counterpart. 

Society faces biases and structural inequalities that can hinder progress in the 
workplace. This is why BSM has begun embedding equitable thinking in all its 
processes, procedures and approach to people. We aim to transform the entire 
employee experience, from their induction to their promotion and retirement.

For the future, we have identified four focus areas for our Equity, Diversity and 
Inclusion strategy, which includes gender, ethnicity, age and disability.

Gender Equality

In BSM offices, we have achieved a balanced gender ratio (1:1.11) of women to men. 
But, we are still working on improving the diversification of shore employees in 
decision-making roles. According to 2018 data by the Maritime Human Resources 
Association, only 35% of the global workforce positions in maritime are filled by 
women. Further, over 76% of that female workforce has administrative, junior, or 
professional level occupations5. 

To address women’s under-representation in our industry, BSM has set various 
targets. First, we track the number of women within our company year-to-year and 
assess where we can increase their participation. For example, in 2020, we targeted 

our leadership development programmes, Management Development Track (MDT) 
and High Potential (HiPo) programme. As a result, we increased female participation 
from previous years (Refer to Table 10 - Our Schulte Orbit Training Programmes).

We also celebrate the vital contribution of women by sharing their success stories 
and advice to younger colleagues. In 2020, we collaborated with the Society 
for Gas as a Marine Fuel (SGMF) in their Women in Gas-fuelled Shipping (WiGS) 
initiative to profile and celebrate the achievements of five BSM women working in 
the gas sector.

Based on IMO’s Gender Programme6, only 2% of the world’s seafarers are women. 
In 2020, we had a 22% increase in women seafarers compared to 2019. Our goal is 
to established a concrete diversity and inclusion policy for our seafarers by 2021 to 
ensure the continuous support of women seafarers in our fleet.

BSM Singapore getting active on International Sports Day 2019.

5 Spinnaker-Global, 2019: https://spinnaker-global.com/0_20-02-2019-0_20-feb-2019_gender-
diversity-in-maritime

6 IMO, 2020: https://www.imo.org/en/OurWork/TechnicalCooperation/Pages/WomenInMaritime.aspx
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MALES AT SHORE BY POSITION 
CATEGORY

Senior/Team Leader

Mid-level 

Manager/Senior Manager

Junior/Trainee

Head of Department/Directors

C-suite

SHORE EMPLOYEES GENDER RATIO

The tables below indicate the percentage of women and men in BSM shore offices. 
They also indicate the representation of women and men per ranking. 

In BSM the gender ratio is 1:1.11 women to men. We are working towards creating 
equal representation in all rankings by improving our processes, including the hiring 
of talent, education and mentoring of women in our company.
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Mid-level 
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SEAFARERS GENDER RATIO

While in shipping only 2% of the world’s seafarers are women, in BSM women 
seafarers represent 0.39% of our seafarer pool. 

Our goal is to increase awareness of career opportunities for women in shipping, 
offer incentives for learning and development, and engage in partnerships with 
universities to develop traineeships for technical roles (Refer to Looking Ahead 
section, page 55-56). We will strive to encourage, support and increase the 
percentage of women seafarers in our fleet to 2% by 2025.

FEMALES BY POSITION  
CATEGORY

Officers

Cadets

Ratings

27%

37%

36%

MALES BY POSITION  
CATEGORY

Officers

Cadets

Ratings

5%

52%

43%

Females

Males 

0.4%

99.6%

GENDER DIVERSITY AT SEA
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Ethnic Diversity

BSM’s community is rich with over 45 nationalities at shore, and 83 nationalities at 
sea. Our local presence and global reach enable us to serve our customers better 
and strengthen our company’s performance. 

At shore, our workforce is mainly comprised of Indians, Filipinos, Cypriots, Chinese 
and Germans, and at sea, Filipinos, Indians, Chinese, Russians and Ukrainians. With 
such a strong representation of individuals, it is crucial to have common values and 
a clear vision of the future. 

BSM’s senior leadership transparently shares the business strategy with all 
employees annually. Through direct feedback sessions, they invite local 
management to share their progress, opinions and ideas, which shapes our future 
strategy. Further, throughout the year, they host Ask Me Anything live stream 
sessions where they interact with employees of all levels to address their questions 
and concerns. With this approach, we bridge cultural barriers by reinforcing a 
clear company direction founded on the ideas and expectations of our internal 
stakeholders. This effort, as well as others, fosters strong collaboration between 
the various nationalities of our global community. 

Transparency and open sharing of our data enables us to both celebrate progress 
and identify key areas for action and improvement. In 2020, the majority of BSM’s 
executive management was European (80%), while the management and senior 
management was Asian (55%). To ensure that all voices are heard, respected 
and valued we have set additional goals to develop cultural sensitivity training for 
leaders and new employees, awareness-raising campaigns, and increase the ethnic 
diversity in group projects.

i
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SHORE EMPLOYEES ETHNIC DIVERSITY

American 2
Australian 1
Austrian 1
Bangladeshi 10
Brazilian 1
British 94
Bulgarian 3
Burmese 16
Canadian 2
Chinese 107
Croatian 9
Cypriot 133
Dutch 6
Estonian 1
Finnish 1
German 104
Ghanaian 8
Greek 55
Hong Kongers 49
Indian 351
Indonesian 18
Irish 1
Italian 2
Japanese 3

Latvian 10
Libanese 1
Lithuanian 1
Malaysian 6
Mexican 13
Moldovan 1
Montenegrin 1
Filipinos 232
Polish 29
Portuguese 1
Romanian 12
Russian 34
Saudi 1
Singaporean 81
Slovenian 1
South African 1
South Korean 1
Spanish 1
Swedish 1
Turkish 2
Ukrainian 20
Venezuelan 18
Total 1,446

1,446
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Algerian 25
American 1
Angolan 2
Australian 1
Azerbaijani 1
Bangladeshi 103
Belarusian 12
Belgian 25
Bosnian/Herzegovinian 5
Brazilian 1
British 26
Bruneian 6
Bulgarian 148
Cameroonian 19
Canadian 2
Chilean 3
Chinese 2679
Croatian 337
Cuban 1
Cypriot 17
Czech 7
Danish 1
Dominican 3
Dutch 4
Egyptian 52
Emirati 163
Estonian 25
Estonian Alien 2

Fijian 1
Filipino 6966
Finnish 16
French 2
Gambian 4
Georgian 133
German 74
Ghanaian 280
Greek 125
Guatemalan 1
Hong Kong/Chinese 1
Indian 3525
Indonesian 747
Irish 1
Italian 5
Jamaican 2
Jordanian 81
Kazakh 1
Latvian 185
Latvian Alien 75
Lebanese 4
Lithuanian 38
Malaysian 38
Mexican 227
Moldovan 3
Montenegrin 71
Myanmar 755
Nigerian 31

Norwegian 2
Omani 1
Pakistani 79
Palestinian 4
Panamanian 4
Polish 601
Portuguese 1
Qatari 2
Romanian 228
Russian 1414
Serbian 13
Sierra Leonean 13
Singaporean 6
Slovak 6
Slovenian 2
South African 1
South Korean 7
Spanish 52
Sri Lankan 5
Sudanese 2
Swedish 2
Syrian 2
Thai 43
Turkish 53
Ukrainian 1257
Venezuelan 89
Vietnamese 56
Total 21,008
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Age Diversity

For the first time in history, companies can comprise of up to five generations. This 
makes age an essential part of diversity. BSM values the profound experience of the 
senior members of the company and is inspired by the passion they hand down to 
each generation that follows. 

In 2020, we celebrated the anniversaries of our longest-serving employees, who 
had over 30 years of service in our organisation. At the same time, we are all 

witnessing the job-hopping generation phenomenon. In BSM, we create new 
opportunities which fit the younger generations values and challenge them by 
utilising their broad skill sets in different areas of the organisation. We also rely 
on the more experienced colleagues to mentor and coach the young to reach 
their highest potential. This has resulted in a culture of respect and collaboration 
between all ages.

Photo taken by BSM Second Officer  Ashwin Shetty. 
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AT SHORE AGE BETWEEN 30-50 
YEARS

Senior/Team Leader

Head of Department/Directors

Mid-level 

Manager/Senior Manager

Junior/Trainee

AT SHORE AGE DIVERSITY

Under 30

Between 30-50

Over 50

62%

20%
18%

AT SHORE AGE OVER 50 YEARS

Manager/Senior Manager

Junior/Trainee

Mid-level 

Head of Department/Directors

21%37%

14%

22%

6%

Senior/Team Leader

AT SHORE AGE UNDER 30 YEARS

Junior/Trainee

Mid-level 

Manager/Senior Manager

59%

1%

7%

34%

Senior/Team Leader

52%

3%

11%

23%

11%

SHORE EMPLOYEES AGE RATIO
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SEAFARERS AGE RATIO

13%

59%

28%

AT SEA AGE UNDER 30 YEARS

16%

Officers

Cadets
34%

Ratings

50%

AT SEA AGE BETWEEN 30-50 YEARS

Officers

Ratings

46%

54%

AGE AT SEA OVER 50 YEARS

Ratings

Officers

51%

49%

AT SEA AGE DIVERSITY

Under 30

Over 50 

Between 30-50
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2.1.2 EMPLOYMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Safeguarding diversity and equal opportunities is part of our global company policy. 
As a multinational company, we take pride in our multicultural organisation and 
employ seafarers and shore staff from various cultural, racial, and ethnic groups.

Shore Employees

To maintain the diversity of employees hired and avoid discrimination in the 
hiring process, BSM adheres to the recruitment guidelines outlined in our Human 
Resources Policy Manual. In 2020, we enhanced our recruitment process with the 
introduction of interview guidelines that help our HR teams and hiring managers 
select candidates without inherent bias and instead based on their skills and 
compatibility with our company values.

In BSM, we believe in supporting the career growth of our employees. During the 
recruitment process we first publish all job openings internally, accept referrals, and 
encourage interdepartmental transfers for employees who wish to explore new 
career paths or bigger opportunities in other locations. 

We adhere to an Anti-Nepotism Policy to prevent favouritism and guarantee an 
integrous selection and promotion process. 

We protect the privacy of all job applicants in accordance with GDPR. The use 
of our employees’ personal data is clearly outlined in the Employee Privacy 
Notice provided upon joining the company. We respect our employees’ right to 
their personal data and empower them to submit any complaints and concerns 
regarding the infringement of their rights to the responsible Schulte Group privacy 
team. Further, a Global Data Protection Officer (GDPO) was appointed to oversee 
BSM’s compliance with GDPR in all new initiatives and projects.

When joining the BSM family, we take extra care in ensuring the quick assimilation 
of our new employees into the organisation. A welcome tour is arranged for all new 
joiners, where they are introduced to their line manager and team. We encourage 
our employees to socialise and build a strong network of support in the Schulte 
Group community. 

An induction video series outlining our company structure and services is assigned 
along with other learning through our internally developed training platform, 
iLearn. The aim is to help them familiarise themselves with the company’s structure, 
vision, mission, and to gain a better understanding of their responsibilities.

The local HR monitor the induction process through digital forms and checklists 
available in our HR software. This streamlined process ensures that line managers 
are alerted on important milestones and their new team members’ development 
journey is captured from day one.
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Seafarers

In BSM, we cultivate an environment of belonging and stability for our seafarers. 
Following the recruitment of highly qualified seagoing personnel, we examine and 
plan their career growth with options to re-hire, promote or transfer internally 
from sea to shore.

The recruitment and placement of BSM seafarers remains according to ship-
type specific and client-specific requirements. Our SMCs brief Masters, Chief 
Engineers, Chief Officers, and 2nd Engineers on BSM‘s company values, policies, 
procedures, and expectations before they join a full-managed vessel for the first 
time. Our goal is to effectively prepare the crew for current, generic, and ship-
specific problems that they may encounter to ensure their health and safety and 
outstanding performance.

In addition, the BSM Cadet Programme aims to recruit and develop cadets into 
tomorrow’s seafaring leaders. In the past five years, we have recruited 2000 
cadets from 50 countries around the world through this programme. It ensures 
the ongoing development of cadets with tailor made training courses provided at 
BSM MTCs.

In 2019, the Selection Board, a very effective recruitment process, was created. 
It provides a consistent and robust assessment methodology which includes a 
practical leadership task, planning exercise, communication exercise, personal 
interview and fitness exercise. It is anchored in our behaviourally competencies 
in line with the job descriptions and requirements of our company. Through the 
programme, 403 cadets slots were offered in 2019 reaching 468 cadets slots in 
2020. We aim to expand this programme in more regions in the future.

Compensation & Benefits

We strive to protect our employees’ human and labour rights and create a safe 
and fair working environment throughout our operations. 
We reflect this commitment in our compensation packages and social policies 
which are based on the national laws, regulations, and labour markets existing in 
the countries where we are present. 

Without our employees’ time and effort, we can not achieve our operational 
goals. We offer competitive salaries built on sector-specific benchmarking 
in appreciation of their continuous hard work. In addition, we go beyond 
International Labour Standards by providing a range of added benefits and 
programmes.
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Benefits Description

Bonus Scheme • Applicable to every employee.

• Based on their level, a Basic Bonus Allowance is given as a percentage of salary.

• The bonus is influenced by the company’s performance, the business unit’s performance and the employee’s personal performance.

Formal Employee 
Appreciation Program

• Employees who are in the company for over 10 years receive on each additional decade a letter from management and a monetary gift. 
Service awards are compiled by HR Shore to be included in BSM Highlights bi-annually and a dedicated post is published on our internal  
news site.

BSM Seafarer Long Service 
Award Programme

• The company recognises seafarers’ contribution at five-year incremental periods with a Long Service Award Pin and a Certificate of 
Appreciation. 

• Major awards are presented to seafarers who complete 10 and 20 years of continuous service.

Insurance • BSM offers insurances covering medical and hospitalization, outpatient, business travel and personal accidents based on local laws.

Leave Entitlement • Beyond the annual leave which is in line with the national laws and the employee’s years of service, the company offers: half day birthday 
leave, three days study leave, compassionate leave, business leave. 

Parental Leave • As part of BSM’s global policy, all shore employees are entitled to parental, maternity or paternity, childcare, and adoption leave. The 
duration of this leave according to national legislation. As an example, in 2020, ten women and 24 men took maternity and paternity leave, 
respectively.

Flexible Work-From-Home 
(WFH) and Remote Work 

• Initially, we offered the flexibility to WFH for three days per month. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the outcome of the Remote Work 
survey, we now offer more flexibility in the number of days given for WFH as well as the option for a full-time WFH arrangement.

Table 3 Benefits for Shore Employees and Seafarers

The table presents the benefits offered to our employees at sea and at shore with a short description of each benefit. 
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Benefits Description

Retirement System • All local labour laws are applicable to employee exit situations. In accordance with local law, the employee may be requested for a later 
departure due to urgent or unforeseen business requirements. The employee is not obliged to agree unless a thorough handover is pending.

Gifts/Added Benefits • An annual budget is allocated for participation prizes to global and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities, external solutions (e.g., 
step challenge apps), and guest presenters (e.g. a physiotherapist for training, a Guru for meditation).

• Locally, BSM gives gifts to staff on special occasions (e.g. marriage) and holidays (e.g. Christmas). Some locations offer additional benefits, 
such as gym memberships and discounts to local shops.

Entertainment • Through our global social channel BSM Sofa, we invite staff to participate in mini challenges centred on themes of wellbeing, community 
building and sustainability. 

Onboard Recreation Fund • SMCs contribute an amount of at least USD 100 per month per ship to the onboard recreation fund. The Master approves the purchase of 
material for the recreation and welfare of all crew members.

Seafarer Physical and 
Mental Health and  
Well-being

• BSM offers healthy and nutritious meals to sea staff to keep them motivated and happy. 

• We encourage physical wellbeing through gyms and sport equipment onboard. 

• Health awareness campaigns are launched through the Seafarer Blog covering for example, healthy living, good mental health, weight loss, 
COVID-19 and Malaria prevention.‘

Training and Development 
Opportunities

• We offer a variety of custom-made training and development programmes and we financially support our employees to acquire accredited 
academic and professional qualifications. More information can be found in ‘Training and Development‘ section.
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2.1.3 ENHANCING OUR PEOPLE STRATEGY 

BSM’s People strategy encapsulates our vision of the future workforce and the 
roadmap for shaping it. It is essential for meeting our business objectives and 
comprises of crucial areas, including talent acquisition, talent management, 
workforce planning, leadership development, performance management, 
competence development through up-skilling and re-skilling, ethical behaviour, 
health and wellbeing. Our People strategy is dynamic as we rely on industry trends 
and our employees’ continuous feedback to stay relevant and ahead of  
tomorrow’s demands.

Employee Satisfaction Survey – At Shore

The HR Shore team conducts an annual Employee Satisfaction Survey (ESS), asking 
staff for their feedback on their current and future needs, our performance as an 
employer, and opportunities for improvement.

The ESS captures their level of satisfaction on various topics, including the 
effectiveness of leadership, quality of training programmes, level of authority 
entrusted, and the collaboration between teams in BSM to list a few. 

We strive for 100% participation to ensure that each employee’s voice is heard. In 
2020, we achieved a high response rate of 77% (1330 participants) which shows 
the care and commitment of our people to the betterment of our company. 

The overall satisfaction rate was 79%, with a 2% increase compared to 2019 
results. We are very proud of having improved as an employer and feel encouraged 
to continue to grow.

In 2020, we asked our employees to score our response to COVID-19, as we wanted 
to evaluate the support we provided. The pandemic related questions received 
an average satisfaction of 83% and we received a flood of positive feedback 

on the benefits that the newly introduced remote and flexible work created. 
Our employees felt hopeful for the future and helped by the new policies and 
procedures designed to ensure their safety.

We use the ESS’ collated feedback to generate reports for the senior management 
with specific actions for improvement. Moreover, it shapes our people strategy for 
the upcoming years 2021 to 2023. 

For example, in response to the latest feedback, we have set priority targets to 
develop career pathways for specific job functions, improve the training experience, 
and enhance our induction journey. Further, we will allocate more resources to 
employee wellbeing to increase our staff’s resilience against instabilities caused by 
COVID-19. 
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Happiness
Stress

Wellbeing
Depression

Anxiety
Worries

Loneliness
Isolation

COVID-19 situation

Additional Feedback

We asked for more frequent feedback with pulse surveys to ensure our global 
initiatives (e.g., resource allocation, training, and activities) were relevant to the 
immediate needs of our BSM people. For example, we conducted the Remote Work 
survey in which more than 500 employees participated. As a result, some valuable 
insights indicate that our people wish to reduce commuting to work, receive more 
frequent recognition of their performance by their manager and develop more 
empathy between colleagues. 

We feel closely connected with our people and are thrilled to know that we have 
maintained their confidence and trust even under the emotional pressures of this 
year. 

Re:fresh Wellbeing survey – At Sea

In 2020, BSM participated in the Re:fresh Wellbeing survey in cooperation with 
Marine Benefits AS (Danish Insurance Provider). A total of 16,769 male and 208 
female seafarers provided their valuable input. Through this survey, we learned 
more about our seafarers’ wellbeing and identified potential areas of improvement. 

Specifically, the survey allowed us to investigate our seafarers level of happiness, 
stress, wellbeing, anxiety, worries, loneliness, and isolation. Some key findings 
were that our seafarers scored their level of happiness as 5.10/7 (with higher scores 
indicating greater happiness). Their stress level was mild to moderate. Finally, 
92% of seafarers onboard described their wellbeing state as ‘All well‘ while being 
onboard whereas 86% provided the same while being at home. The percentage of 
seafarers with mild depression symptoms was higher when seafarers were at home 
(10%) than when they were onboard (6%). 

The survey proved essential in supporting our seafarers worldwide who were 
stranded on vessels beyond the end of their original duration of contract, unable to 
be repatriated due to the changing travel restrictions caused by the pandemic. 
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2.1.4 TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT 

We are committed to ensuring inclusive and equitable quality education and 
promote lifelong learning opportunities for all. Our ambition is to make sure all our 
people can be reskilled, upskilled, and work more flexibly to adapt to a changing 
world.

Schulte Orbit 

At BSM, we have established a framework for all shore learning programmes 
named Schulte Orbit. Our suite of customised educational programmes and 
initiatives (See Table 10 Our Schulte Orbit Training Programmes) are built to develop 
our employees’ soft skills, technical competencies and knowledge about the 
organisation’s business lines and structure.

Learning and Development 

This year, with the shift to remote work, we transitioned all training to online 
learning. This enabled us to continue our development programmes under Schulte 
Orbit without interruption. 

Online learning enabled our staff to study at their own pace and stay engaged 
with their career development. At the same time, we were able to reach a wider 
audience more quickly. For example, we ran online webinars on various topics, 
created new iLearn modules, and hosted virtual wellbeing classes.

Our shore employees set specific goals with their immediate managers during the 
appraisal cycle, which support their career development. They identify strengths 
and weaknesses for targeted training, which helps them achieve their aspirations. 
The results of their training are evaluated in the following appraisal, where new 
goals are set. 

We periodically evaluate BSM seafarers’ career progression and onboard 
performance on full-managed and crew-managed vessels through the Seafarer 
Appraisal and client’s appraisal procedures, respectively. 

We draft a Performance Improvement Plan with detailed and objective 
performance deficiencies and opportunities for improvement. Then, together 
with the individual, we agree on an action plan, performance goals, and required 
resources to help them reach their full potential.

By combining the available iLearn catalogue with additional training based on 
personal needs and setting diversity targets for participation, we ensure an inclusive 
learning experience accessible to all.
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Developing our leaders is fundamental to the 
success of our company as they influence and 
protect the company culture while directing our 
people towards achieving the business strategy. 
For this reason, BSM considerably invests in their 
learning through various advanced programmes 
such as the High Potential (HiPo) Accelerator 
programme, Management Development 
Track (MDT) programme, and Superintendent 
Development Programme (SDP).

Our advanced programmes are created according 
to our technical and behavioural competencies, 
derived according to the job position and our 
company’s values. Developing our current and 
future leaders with the best behaviour is a BSM 
priority, as it creates an inherently supportive 
environment and strong company culture.

We have already seen the positive pay-offs with 
the ESS results at 80% satisfaction regarding 
collaboration and communication with the 
immediate manager and 80% confidence in 
leadership. We aim to continue developing our 
leaders to meet future needs while safeguarding our 
company’s culture.

Hanseatic Maritime Advisory Services (HMAS), a maritime solutions consultancy company, was initially 
presented as an idea in the HiPo programme.

The final assignment in the HiPo programme includes teams investigating potential new services and 
modelling them as a business with a value proposition for the industry.

With an increased demand for consultancy services for third-party customers in the maritime sector, the 
HiPos pitched HMAS as an opportunity to the Management Board.

The idea was approved and supported and therefore HMAS was established with a worldwide network of 
qualified, experienced and skilled professionals, offering comprehensive advisory services to all stakeholders 
throughout the shipping industry. 

HMAS started as an idea and is now a profitable service provider under the Schulte Group umbrella.

This is an example of the innovation culture that BSM is cultivating, and the support we give to our people 
passionate about entrepreneurship.
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Table 4 Our Schulte Orbit Training Programmes

The table provides insights into our Schulte Orbit, custom-made training programmes. 

Training Programmes Brief Description

Online courses through iLearn iLearn is our internally developed training platform offering a variety of courses such as BSM Induction Series, 
Ethical Operations, Anti-Bribery and Corruption, BSM Compliance, Cyber Security.

High Potential (HiPo) programme HiPo began in 2016 and is now running its second cycle. It invites high-potential employees to participate in a 
two-year development journey on people and business skills. We are very proud for the increased interest and 
representation of our female employees in the programme. Starting in 2016 with zero female participants, we 
reached a 45% female representation in 2020. Specifically, this year eleven HiPos participated out of which five 
females and six males. Their journey started in September 2020, and will be completed in October 2021. 

Management Development Track (MDT) programme MDT enhances leadership skill sets and it will run from January 2019 to March 2021. One hundred and eighty 
people participated, 40 females and 140 males. Out of the total participants, one hundred fifty were managers 
and directors. 

Superintendent Development Programme (SDP) SDP provides superintendents with the right tools and knowledge to evolve and improve their interpersonal 
and emotional skills, such as self-awareness, empathy, social skills, self-regulation, and motivation. It began in 
September 2020 and will end in June 2021. One hundred ninety-seven Superintendents from over 12 countries 
participate, six females and 191 males.

Education Assistance Every year, we are offering financial assistance to our staff wishing to acquire accredited academic and 
professional qualifications. For example, in 2020 we sponsored seven Superintendents to participate in the 
Postgraduate Diploma in Executive Maritime Management offered by World Maritime University (WMU) and DNV’s 
Maritime Academy. The programme is designed to train maritime managers on how to master complex problems 
and remain competitive

Seafarers Coming Ashore programme Seafarers Coming Ashore programme fast-tracks seafarers' shore based career progression. In 2020, due to 
COVID-19 challenges, we had only eight participants and all of them were males.
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Maritime Training 

BSM’s Maritime Training Centres (MTCs) support our seafarers’ competence and 
skill development from the outset of their careers.

The MTCs offer outstanding training facilities with state-of-the-art equipment in 
four locations globally. Our simulation training facilitates a smooth transition of 
seafarers between ranks and fleets and keeps them updated on the increasing 
automation of processes in modern shipping. 

The BSM MTCs meet and exceed the normal Standards of Training, Certification 
and Watchkeeping (STCW) by offering verified and accredited training courses. The 
available training programmes cover equipment and vessel-specific training and are 
conducted either physically or via webinar platforms.

In response to COVID-19 challenges, BSM partnered with industry experts to 
provide additional support to our seafarers. Offered by our partners Navigate 
Response, we introduced crisis response training. The training is available on their 
e-learning platform, and we will administer it via PAL. Through this initiative, our 
seafarers learn how to effectively respond to media pressures, avoid negative 
interactions with journalists, and protect their own and their family’s privacy. 

Further, to address the increasing mental health concerns caused by delays in 
crew changes, the HR Marine team found it essential to strengthen our seafarers’ 
resilience through supplementary learning. As a result, HR Marine and ISWAN are 
collaborating to design mental health awareness training modules. The training 
courses will be included in all our seafarers mandatory learning through our MTCs.

In addition, we offer access to SHELL’s ‘Partners in Safety‘ (PinS) programme to 
our seafarers. It is a wide-ranging programme focusing on safety with a strong 

leadership and management element. As part of this programme, the leadership of 
each participating SMC performs 12 ship visits per year. During their visitation, they 
discuss various safety-related topics with the crew. It serves as an opportunity to 
show the crew our commitment to their safety and brings us, shore and sea, closer 
together. Finally, BSM promotes the use of SHELL’s Maritime Wellbeing website 
which offers a full range of training courses.
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At BSM, we care deeply for our local communities. Beyond the education 
opportunities we offer our staff, we have developed an outreach programme for 
youth education.

Inspired by the actions of different BSM teams in their local communities, the 
Out of the Box outreach programme began in 2017. It aims to create learning 
opportunities for children in poor and disadvantaged communities where we have 
a presence. 

Its core objective is to inform parents on the importance of education and provide 
primary and secondary children with the tools they need to safely and happily 
receive their learning. 

Traffic Signal School in India

Together with Samartha Bharat Vyaspith (SBV) – a well-known NGO in Thane, we 
have established the ‘Traffic Signal School’ located at Teen Hath Naka Signal Thane 
in Mumbai, India. BSM contributed towards refurbishing a shipping container into a 
school by soundproofing the container, installing wall fans, an air conditioning unit, 
projector and school steps.  

Further, BSM assisted in setting up a computer lab in the school, and with the help 
of BSM volunteers and the attending students, planted a beautiful flower garden at 
its entrance.

To contribute to Singal Shala’s students’ education, our employees hosted a five-
day workshop on hygiene, art, and educational games. As a result, the kids were 
able to learn about practical topics such as building money-saving habits. 

One of the most significant benefits for the youth attending the school is the free 
lunches they receive. The lunches ensure that they do not have to work for their 
meals and can instead participate in school.

Hulo Elementary School in the Philippines

The BSM Seafarer’s Wives Association (SWA) from the National Capital Region of 
the Philippines visited Hulo Elementary School in Pililia Rizal for a day of fun and 
giving. This outreach was inspired by the resolve of these less fortunate students, 
who walk several miles each day to get to school and receive their education. The 
BSM SWA volunteers prepared some exciting performances and games for the 
children and parents present. They also broke up into small teams and had short 
mentoring sessions with the students, providing them with heartfelt advice and 
answering any questions. The event’s highlight was the distribution of free school 
bags and supplies to 70 deserving students from kindergarten to grade six. The 
BSM Management also sponsored a delicious lunch for everyone.

BSM India celebrates Earth Day 2019 with children from ‘Traffic Signal School‘.

SUPPORTING YOUTH THROUGH EDUCATION
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Supporting Education – Donation 2020

In 2020, the Out of the Box programme also addressed the challenges created by 
the shift to virtual classrooms. For example, many children living in deprived areas 
in India suddenly did not have access to education and could not finish the school 
year. 

BSM once again acted by finding a school in great need and donating six 
refurbished laptops to enable final year students to finish their education.

Thirty-four colleagues in China also donated school supplies to Mengping Primary 
School, such as books, stationery, school bags, clothes, toys and essential items. 
This school is located in a remote area where children often do not receive 
adequate support. This initiative brought laughter and a small change that we 
intend to grow in other regions of China.

In addition, for the Christmas season, our people in Hong Kong prepared over 100 
food bags, which were distributed with the support of local NGOs to families in 
need. 

Our colleagues in Cyprus and the UK supported local charities through fund-
raising. Specifically, in Cyprus, we contributed to the ‘Once Upon a Dream‘ charity 
for educating and providing basic goods to children in need with an emphasis on 
children suffering from autism. Finally, in the UK we donated to the ‘Sailing for the 
Disabled‘ charity which allows individuals with learning and physical challenges to 
sail on a purpose-built yacht.

BSM‘s Contribution to Education
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2.2 OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT APPROACH

5. RESPONSIBILITY & RESOURCES 

• Line Managers are responsible for converting the overall objectives into 
functional, or individual objectives, where they apply in the scope of their 
control. 

• It is the functional responsibility of each Head of Department (HoD), 
however, to ensure the regular review of the objectives within his scope 
of control, and document the progress. The HoD must also ensure that 
objectives continue to reflect the business need, that they are suitably 
amended if necessary, and that any additional resources necessary for 
their achievement are planned and provided. 

1. PURPOSE

• Our purpose is to ensure a safe working environment for our seafarers 
and shore employees.  

3. COMMITMENTS

• Providing safe and healthy working conditions for the prevention of injury 
and ill health

• Fulfilling legal requirements and other requirements

• Eliminating hazards and reducing QHSE risks

• Continual improvement of the management system to enhance our 
QHSE performance 

• Consultation and participation of workers and their representatives

2. POLICIES

• BSM establishes, documents, implements, and maintains a Quality, 
Health, Safety and Environmental (QHSE) management system 
and continually improves its effectiveness in accordance with the 
requirements of the International Safety Management (ISM) Code,  
ISO 9001,14001 and 45001.

4. GOALS & TARGETS

• To achieve zero spills, zero accidents and zero incidents 

• To assess all identified risks to its ships personnel and the environment 
and establish appropriate safeguards using the hierarchy of controls 

• To continuously improve safety management skills of personnel ashore 
and aboard ships, including preparing for emergencies related both to 
safety and environmental protection.

• To develop a sense of personal responsibility in all personnel towards 
health, safety and environmental protection
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6. GRIEVANCE MECHANISM

• The company has in place complaint/feedback procedures to resolve 
issues raised by its employees and customers within a definite time frame. 
This part of management review meetings‘ agenda to ensure that all 
complaints are addressed effectively. 

7. EVALUATION & ADJUSTMENT OF 
MANAGEMENT APPROACH 

• The company evaluates the effectiveness of the QHSE management 
system through KPIs identified for its various processes, various PAL 
modules, safety audits, technical and third-party inspections, incident 
reports, onboard safety/management meetings, management review 
meetings etc. 

• The company determines the requirement for resource allocation through 
the mechanism of Management Review Meetings (MRMs) and the 
internal mechanism of departmental management. Resources include 
human resources and specialized skills, organisational infrastructure, 
technology and financial resources. Resources also include personnel 
suitably trained to perform verification activities including internal 
management system audits.
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2.2.1 OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM: SCOPE, PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES 

As a multinational organisation, BSM recognises that unsafe working conditions 
occur in jurisdictions with insufficient laws or lack of enforcement. This occurrence 
can cause harm to the health of local communities, occupational health and safety 
risks and environmental damage. 

BSM has a rigorous Quality, Health, Safety and Environmental (QHSE) management 
system at shore and sea, which works to mitigate risks on our people and planet.

The QHSE management system is based on the legal requirements of the 
International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) 1974 as amended, 
including the Maritime Labour Convention (MLC) 2006, ships flag administration, 
and local regulations of ships trading area and office locations.  

The QHSE management system scope covers all workers and activities/operations 
on full-managed ships and SMCs ashore. In addition, it includes all activities and 
services performed within the company‘s control or influence that can impact its 
QHSE performance.

A robust recruitment policy and the Competency Management System (CMS) 
ensure workers‘ ability in carrying out hazardous tasks onboard. Further, we 
follow MLC 2006 requirements to provide safe and conducive working and living 
conditions, protect health and performance-related information, provide pre-
joining medical checks and facilities for visiting doctors, and report grievances.  

BSM periodically audits the facilities conducting medical checks to ensure 
consistency in the quality of their services. In addition, the company maintains 
confidentiality of the medical reports and related health information by limiting the 
access to these reports to select personnel. 

Hazard identification, Risk Assessment, and Incident Investigation 

The company’s Safety Management Systems (SMS) describe the process and 
procedures to follow for undertaking any task or activity onboard the ship or in the 

office. Critical equipment and operations are identified for which more stringent 
policies are provided. Work permits are required for essential tasks like hot work 
and enclosed space entry to confirm the safety measures and the competency of 
personnel carrying out the work. 
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Additionally, before the start of any work, the hazards are assessed using:   

• Work plan meetings

• Risk Assessments (RA)

• Toolbox meetings

The RA library assists the workers in creating a specific RA for the task/operation 
planned with the involvement of all team members. It applies the principle of 
‘hierarchy of control’. Higher preference is given to the most effective controls, 
like elimination, substitution, and engineering controls, while not ignoring the less 
effective controls like Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). Risk assessments of 
critical operations require an office review before the start of work. Workers have 
the right to avoid undertaking a task where the residual risk is unacceptable or stop 
any unsafe work in progress using the ‘stop work’ card. The RA library is reviewed 
every year and updated based on workers recommendations, regulatory changes, 
incident investigation learnings and more.

Other safety initiatives like Behaviour-Based Safety (BBS), monthly safety 
inspections, and internal audits or inspections assist in identifying and controlling 
hazards. The company also follows a Management of Change (MoC) process to 
identify hazards in planned changes (e.g., equipment, procedures, etc.).

All accidents, near-miss and hazardous occurrences are investigated to identify 
the root causes. Then, preventive and corrective actions are put in place to avoid 
recurrence. A structured root cause analysis tool is used for investigations, and all 
significant or major incidents are investigated onboard by trained office personnel. 
Finally, a summary of the investigation and lessons learnt are shared with the 
workers through the relevant medium (i.e. BSM bulletin, Insight magazine, Safety 
alerts etc.).
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2.2.2 WORKERS PARTICIPATION, CONSULTATION, COMMUNICATION 
ON QHSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

All workers are involved in the continual improvement of the QHSE management 
system through monthly safety meetings, Masters review of the management 
system and shore management review meetings. Furthermore, various safety-related 
matters like incident reports, safety bulletins, BBS reports, audit/inspection findings 
and more, are discussed and recorded in the safety committee meeting and reviewed 
by the office. 

In addition, the Quality Document Management System (QDMS) has provision for 
workers to suggest changes to the processes and procedures. 

Workers report work-related hazards using unsafe act/condition and near-miss 
reports and provide improvement suggestions through PAL, ‘My idea’ module. 

The company’s Speaking up policy and ‘Just Culture’ provide the facility and 
assurance of confidential reporting of violations without fear of reprisals.

2.2.3 WORKERS COVERED BY QHSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

We identify training requirements for each rank in the Human Resource Manual 
Appendix, based on statutory, company and industry requirements. In addition, 
BSM assesses training needs through appraisal reports, management of change, and 
incident investigations.

Training is conducted at the BSM training centres and onboard using Videotel 
Computer-based training, drills and exercises, demonstrations etc. We use the RA 
and toolbox meetings held before every task onboard to train or caution the workers 
on specific work-related hazards. BSM conducts emergency drills and exercises to 
ensure the readiness of the workers in dealing with emergencies. Further, we provide 
familiarisation training to all new joining staff, visitors, and contractors. We evaluate 
the effectiveness of our training through feedback forms.

The QHSE management system covers 100% of workers onboard and our SMCs, 
including visitors and contractors working onboard and company premises. BSM 

carries out periodical audits and safety inspections to ensure compliance and the 
effectiveness of our management system as follows: 

• Internal audits of 100% ship and shore staff in ship management centres – annually

• Superintendent vessel inspections of all ships - 3 times per year

• External audits of ships - ISM audits every 2-1/2 years by ships’ administration 

• External audits of SMC - ISM and ISO audits - annually 

• Internal audits of service providers annually (Training, Medical etc.)

• Work-related injuries and ill-health

We are pleased that in 2020 we did not have any work-related injuries in our SMC 
offices as the nature of work and environment in our offices are not prone to such 
incidents. In addition, we did not have any work-related ill-health cases of shipboard 
or office personnel, including contractors and visitors. 

We always strive for reducing any work-related hazards at sea and at shore. Work-
related hazards at sea can be the maintenance work on engines and deck, moving 
machinery, falling objects, slips and trips, lifting loads, working at heights or in 
enclosed spaces, parting mooring ropes, exposure to chemicals, hot surfaces, toxic 
gases, etc.

In 2020, maintenance work in the engine room caused the highest consequence 
injuries for our crew. Furthermore, container operations in port have caused the 
highest consequence injuries to third parties, especially to stevedores. 

Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and Timely (S.M.A.R.T.) actions are 
determined in the accident investigations to prevent a recurrence. This involves 
changes in the planned maintenance system including the procedures followed and 
the scheduling, generic risk assessment in the library, etc.  

Our ultimate objective as stated in our QHSE Policy is zero accidents and incidents. 
We monitor our progress through our QHSE statistics and we continuously introduce 
safety initiatives to further enhance our performance (Refer to Looking Ahead,  
page 55).
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INJURY PREVENTION AND SAFETY AT THE WORKPLACE - BSM CREW
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INJURY PREVENTION AND SAFETY AT THE WORKPLACE -
THIRD-PARTIES ON BSM FULL-MANAGED VESSELS
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LOOKING AHEAD

Through our transparent and open share of data, we can celebrate achievements 
and identify key areas for actions and improvements. We plan to further enhance 
and support our inclusive and respectful culture in a multi-faceted way by setting 
our agenda for the future. 

Age Diversity

• Engage with retirees and provide them with opportunities to continue 
contributing to our business success by sharing their valuable advice and support 
in their areas of expertise.

• Strengthen the partnerships with universities and high-schools to promote our 
traineeship programmes and career opportunities.

• Offer two new traineeship programs for fresh graduates.

• Develop new Buddy and Mentor roles to guide new joiners and ensure their 
smooth induction.

• Identify skills needed for the future of the business and ensure that our people no 
matter of their age are well-equipped through advanced training. 

Gender Diversity

• Participate in the development of the Shipping and Maritime Diversity & Inclusion 
Charter to accelerate the building of a diverse and inclusive sector.

• Create a dedicated traineeship programme for young women in science (e.g. 
engineers, naval architects, business analysts, information technology) and 
develop them for specialised shipping roles. 

• Develop a new initiative for ‘Training made by women for women in shipping‘. 
Through this initiative we will support women in leadership positions to run 
mentorship programmes. The ultimate goals is to inspire and equip the next 
generation to evolve and achieve higher leadership positions within shipping.

• Engage with the UN HeforShe solidarity movement, to further commit in 
supporting equality at the workplace.

• Develop a Gender and Diversity pledge. 

• Increase awareness of women seafaring opportunities by engaging in 
partnerships with universities and promoting job openings in our career site. 

• Give priority to women through the Seafarers Coming Ashore programme.
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LOOKING AHEAD

Cultural Diversity 

• Draft new policies and introduce mandatory training for our employees to 
combat discrimination. 

• Run engagement session with developing countries we are based in to create 
more job opportunities by identifying a talent pool and specialised skill sets.

Training and Development 

• Adapt training matrices to be available online for easier tracking and 
management through e-alerts and report generation. 

• Review existing training programmes based on feedback received to ensure 
training remains relevant and engaging.

• Develop new training content targeted at current workplace struggles such as 
managing remote employees and conducting virtual presentations.

• Create clear career pathways across all job functions to provide customised career 
development plans for individuals to achieve their professional goals.

• Implement continuous feedback system where feedback can be given or received 
anytime throughout the year from various appraisers such as supervisors, project 
managers and unit heads.

• Provide pilot programme opportunities through series of training and 
personalised development plan targeted towards the professional development 
of officers and superintendents.

• Continue building on our MDT with a new batch of leaders.

• Strive to cover all Junior Officer positions through the BSM Cadet Programme 
starting with 3rd Officer and 4th Engineer slots. 

• Increase the intake of Electrical Cadets by 20% over the next two years to cover 
future requirements for Electrical Officers.

• Run pilot Cadet Programme in three more countries by 2021 and expand in Africa 
and beyond West Africa by 2026. 

• Enhance our seafarers’ skills on the LNG segment by offering a simulation training 
on Liquefied Cargo Operation. 

Occupational Health and Safety 

• Introduce a new Safety Culture Survey as of 2021 to collect insights and measure 
our progress.

• Pilot a targeted initiative for improving the performance of the Port State Control 
(PSC) inspections, which affect safety awareness and performance overall, by 
2021.
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3.1 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT APPROACH

1. PURPOSE

Our mission is to use our knowledge and expertise in the maritime sector to 
generate solutions at sea and shore that mitigate or prevent our impact on 
the environment.

We work together with our stakeholders to improve our environmental 
performance by:

1. Improving our data quality to ensure transparency, accuracy, and 
operational efficiency.

2. Prioritising safety to prevent environmental pollution, and

3. Forming partnerships to advance the SDGs, focusing on SDG 12, 14, 8 
and 13.

3. COMMITMENTS

At BSM, we strive to ensure continuous compliance with all industry 
guidelines, national and international legislations, and regulations such 
as the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships 
(MARPOL), the International Convention on Civil Liability for Bunker Oil 
Pollution Damage (BUNKER), and many more.

We arrange regular ship inspections and audits to ensure compliance.

Further, we conduct seafarer training and through classification societies 
we organise regular reviews of international regulations to ensure 
compliance.

We go above and beyond by voluntarily adopting ISO 14001: 2015 
standards for all SMCs and full-managed ships and through CSR initiatives 
such as:

• BlueSeasMatter, an internal initiative targeting single-use plastic in our 
offices and vessels. 

• Schulte Group Forest, which we are committed to keep growing the next 
years to come.

2. POLICIES

BSM’s Environmental Policy (ISO 14001:20157) ensures minimum harm to 
the environment through practical actions, including:

1. Identifying the impacts of BSM operations onboard ships and in offices

2. Managing and monitoring the identified impacts

3. Ensuring compliance with current anti-pollution legislation

4. Improving staff environmental performance through training ISO

7 ISO 14001: 2015 the requirements for an environmental management system that an organisation 
can use to enhance its environmental performance.
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4. GOALS & TARGETS

The company’s objectives/targets are directed towards the reduction of 
identified environmental impacts on the marine environment as well as the 
atmosphere.

We are currently developing more ambitious and concrete goals to improve 
our environmental performance.

The effort includes:

• Attainment of ‘zero spills’ on-board company’s ships due to its activities

• Efficient use of natural resources

• Minimisation of waste and emissions

• Environmentally supportive supply/purchasing activities, and

• Fuel efficient operations in line with customer expectations

Yearly objectives and targets are set and reviewed in the management 
review meetings towards reducing the environmental impact. The targets 
are monitored using the records maintained for waste generation/disposal 
and emissions.

5. RESPONSIBILITIES & RESOURCES

The responsibility for complying with the company’s environmental 
management system lies with the Environmental Compliance Manager 
who coordinates the efforts of the Environmental Officers onboard ships 
and the SMC Environmental Coordinators in the offices. 

BSM requires each seafarer to confirm their commitment to full compliance 
with BSM’s Environmental Policy and related QHSE management system 
procedures. Further, they adhere to MARPOL while serving onboard 
through signing an Environmental Pledge before joining a ship and 
reiterating this commitment on sign-off through signing a Signoff 
Environmental Pledge.

BSM provides environmental awareness training to all staff relevant to their 
duties onboard and ashore, including familiarization training for all new 
joining staff.

Three action teams are investigating opportunities in the areas of 
Autonomous Shipping, Artificial Intelligence and Decarbonisation.
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3.2 ENERGY AND EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT

3.2.1 OUR PERFORMANCE AT SEA

Even though shipping is considered the most energy-efficient mode of transport, it 
is still responsible for approximately 3% of anthropogenic Greenhouse Gas (GHG) 
emissions.

As a ship manager, our commitment begins with the seas and stretches to our 
shores. We strive to continuously improve our environmental performance and 
reduce any detrimental impact upon our planet. To do so, we act as facilitators 
for sustainable operations by consulting our customers on conscious practices 
and offering a range of supporting services, such as responsible ship recycling, 
retrofitting with energy efficiency technologies, environmentally friendly hull 
cleaning and weather routing software installation.

In addition, we ensure compliance with all environmental laws and regulations 
through expert vessel performance monitoring. In the past, we did this by 
tracking and recording fuel consumption and emissions for each vessel in PAL, 
Environmental Management System (EMS) 01 forms and various paper logbooks.

In 2020, we began enhancing the performance monitoring process by developing 
a dedicated Business Intelligence (BI) dashboard. The BI dashboard offers a more 
accurate, consolidated and standardised approach to data analysis and reporting. 
It displays the environmental performance of our customers’ vessels over a specific 
period, with the capability for further information drill down. 

The data presented in this report, refer to BSM’s full-managed vessels under each 
vessel category (i.e., Container, Chemical Tanker, Gas Tanker, Offshore, RO-RO, Oil 
Tanker, Bulker and Passenger Vessel) from 1st of January 2020 to 31st of December 
2020. As of 2021, we will enhance our system to provide the average EEOI for each 
vessel category, allowing the bench-marking against industry standards.

Our goal is to strengthen our customers’ decision-making on vessel investments 
through enhanced advisory services supported by advanced reporting.

CONTAINER VESSEL

FUEL CONSUMPTION (MT)

1,420,421
1,304,580

2019
2020

4,434,793
4,088,390

2019
2020

CO
2
EMISSION (MT - SCOPE 2)

18,730

SOx Emissions (MT)

NOx Emissions (MT)

33,101
8,444

2019
2020

CO
2
-e EMISSION FROM REFRIGERANTS  (MT - SCOPE 2)

117,254.51
103,459

2019
2020

ENERGY & EMISSIONS
GENERATED (m3)

5680

DIVERTED FROM DISPOSAL INCINERATED (m3)

531

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL DISCHARGED AT SEA (m3)

1950

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL LANDED ASHORE (m3) 

3076

WASTE 

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020
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Carbon Dioxide Emissions

IMO is increasingly raising its focus on decarbonisation. The latest highlight is the 
importance of improving ships’ annual Carbon Dioxide (CO2) intensity by 2% on a 
year-to-year basis from 2023 up to 2027. We keenly anticipate commitments that 
move our industry away from fossil fuels and are pleased by the implementation of 
short-term measures. However, shipping companies still do not have clarity on the 
requirements that will be enforced over the next several years8.

BSM takes various measures in line with regulations to address this challenge and 
prepare for the future: such as monitor and control fuel consumption, develop Ship 
Energy Efficiency Management Plans (SEEMP), ensure compliance with the Energy 
Efficiency Operational Indicator (EEOI), and proactively prepare for the Energy 
Efficiency Design Index (EEXI) for existing ships.

The SEEMP is an operational measure that establishes a mechanism to improve 
and manage the energy efficiency of a ship in a cost-effective manner. It contains 
targets, actions, allocated responsibilities, and monitoring processes. The SEEMP 
uses the EEOI as a monitoring tool that considers the impacts of operational 
changes, such as weather routing and more frequent hull cleaning, on energy 
efficiency9.

The BSM full-managed fleet meets the EU MRV10 and IMO DCS11 requirements 
regarding CO2 emissions reporting verified by Flag Administrations or Authorised 
Organisations annually.

In November 2020, during Marine Environmental Protection Committee (MEPC) 75, 
the IMO approved amendments to MARPOL Annex VI, introducing the EEXI. The 
EEXI is subject to adoption at MEPC 76 in June 2021, and the requirements will be 
enforced in 2023. The BSM fleet teams are currently reviewing the vessels under our 
full management to ensure compliance.

CHEMICAL TANKER

FUEL CONSUMPTION (MT)

178,992
173,235

2019
2020

561,241
546,193

2019
2020

CO
2
EMISSION (MT - SCOPE 2)

6,149

SOx Emissions (MT)

NOx Emissions (MT)

3,306
650

2019
2020

CO
2
-e EMISSION FROM REFRIGERANTS  (MT - SCOPE 2)

14,350
13,500

2019
2020

ENERGY & EMISSIONS
GENERATED (m3)

2630

DIVERTED FROM DISPOSAL INCINERATED (m3)

143

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL DISCHARGED AT SEA (m3)

227

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL LANDED ASHORE (m3) 

2330

WASTE 

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

8 Governments agree new CO2 reductions but only until 2027 (mana.ir)

9 The EEOI and CO2 emissions are calculated according to the fuel conversion factors provided and 
methodology described in MEPC.1 circular 684.

10 The EU MRV (Monitoring, Reporting, Verification) regulation entered into force on 1 July 2015, and 
requires ship owners and operators to annually monitor, report and verify CO2 emissions for vessels 
larger than 5000 gross tonnage (GT) calling at any EU and EFTA (Norway and Iceland) port. Data 
collection takes place on a per voyage basis and started 1 January 2018, while reporting is performed 
on an annual basis.

11 The IMO DCS (Data Collection System for fuel oil consumption) was adopted in October 2016 (MEPC 
70) and started in January 2019, covering all vessels of 5000 gross tonnes (GT) and above. Data is 
collected by the Administration and reported.
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GHG emissions that are not captured in regulated monitoring are fugitive emissions 
caused by refrigerant use. We consider all GHG emissions caused by our operations 
as essential and relevant to monitor and reduce. Therefore, we regularly monitor 
and perform the required maintenance to prevent leaks. 

This type of emissions is calculated according to the global warming potential12 

as mentioned in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 3rd 
Assessment. The calculation represents the CO2- equivalent (CO2- e) emissions from 
equipment leaks throughout the refrigerants operating life or from catastrophic 
leaks. 

Decarbonisation

To achieve low carbon operations by 2050, we assigned a dedicated team within 
BSM that consists of experts who examine developments in energy efficiency 
technologies and the potential clean fuel pathways which will become widely 
available and commercially viable in the near future. Currently, we are developing 
a decarbonisation strategy with clear, measurable, and achievable goals that can 
lead us to a greener future.

Achieving Vessel Efficiency 

Our expertise lies in enhancing operational and technical vessel efficiency, which 
coincides with the mitigation of our most significant source of GHG emissions, 
our full-managed vessels. 

BSM employees have the technical knowledge and experience to consult on 
existing solutions to help our customers cost-effectively reduce their carbon 
footprint. For example, in 2020, to help our customers meet EEOI we completed 
at least one fuel-efficient retrofit on 20 vessels (6% of our fleet).

BSM utilises the partnerships formed within the Schulte Group and our broader 
network to contribute to the development of innovative energy efficiency 
technologies and solutions.

BSM has teamed up with MariApps and Navidium PLC to jointly develop 
advanced performance solutions for vessels, focusing on telemetry, AI and 
edge computing. 

This began in 2020, with the establishment of a Joint Venture between 
MariApps and the Finnish cleantech company. 

BSM contributes to the JV by evaluating its proprietary solutions on our 
managed fleet and providing further improvement requirements. The 
feedback provided by BSM, based on operational testing, supports MariApps‘ 
development and release of additional functionalities in PAL. 

A Voyage Optimisation application (app) is currently being piloted on six 
of our full-managed vessels. The application goes beyond weather routing 
optimisation by incorporating additional parameters such as parametric 
rolling, trim, port congestion. Additionally, the app provides onboard analytics 
on factors such as the hull and engine conditions, which enables proactive 
maintenance and maximises vessel parts‘ life cycle, reducing wastage. Further 
through the analytics, we can monitor the performance difference between 
the planned and the actual route.

In addition, another development by the JV is the Real-time Performance 
Monitoring (RPM) which contains office tools related to voyage and 
performance analysis. The application is being tested for the time being, and 
BSM expects to release it to the full-managed vessels in due course.

12 The Global Warming Potential (GWP) allows comparing different gases in terms of their global 
warming impact. It indicates the heat absorbed by any GHG in the atmosphere as a multiple of the heat 
that the same mass of carbon dioxide would absorb.
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Approach to Alternative Energy 

Achieving carbon neutrality requires systemic and incremental change driven by the 
introduction of mid-term and long-term solutions. 

This means going beyond energy efficiency intervention and introducing innovative 
alternatives such as zero-carbon fuels, a massive undertaking that our industry is 
pursuing.

Currently, BSM has introduced transitional fuels like LNG and is deepening its 
expertise in the segment. While burning LNG is much cleaner and drops carbon 
dioxide emissions by 20-30% compared to traditional fuels, it is still not a carbon-
free fuel. This is why we recommend for the interim combining energy efficiency 
measures with transitional fuels.

Our ultimate goal is to support the development of destination fuels, which do not 
emit carbon dioxide when consumed. We aim to achieve this through strategic 
partnerships and innovation-focused investments. It is critical to find alternatives 
fuels that can be used to power new ships once the global supply, infrastructure 
and markets are developed.

LNG Specialisation

Pronav, a highly specialised ship manager in the LNG segment, became a member 
of BSM in 2018. Through this addition, we serve long-term customers with tailor-
made solutions for technical and commercial management and provide crew for all 
types of LNG carriers.

Pronav and all SMCs collaborate with the Schulte Group’s LNG Coordination Centre 
(LCC) to promote new LNG projects and build long-term business relations and 
partnerships with clients. In 2020, Pronav supported the transition of 15 vessels to 
LNG fuel. 

Finally, this year BSM launched an LNG training facility at the MTC in Cyprus to 
ensure highly skilled LNG crews that support the increasing demand for LNG 
shipping operations.

 

20% less CO
2

80% less NOx 
0% SOx emissions

LNG vessels have proven to 
be a safe and efficient option 
for transporting goods and are 
becoming a preferred fuel for the 
world’s merchant fleet.

LNG Fuelled Engines Produce 

GAS TANKER

FUEL CONSUMPTION (MT)

327,799
357,353

2019
2020

970,788
1,062,518

2019
2020

CO
2
EMISSION (MT - SCOPE 2)

8,458

SOx Emissions (MT)

NOx Emissions (MT)

3,634
1,097

2019
2020

25,582
29,917

2019
2020

CO
2
-e EMISSION FROM REFRIGERANTS  (MT - SCOPE 2)

ENERGY & EMISSIONS
GENERATED (m3)

2920

DIVERTED FROM DISPOSAL INCINERATED (m3)

625

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL DISCHARGED AT SEA (m3)

219

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL LANDED ASHORE (m3) 

1987

WASTE 

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020
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Offshore Segment

In 2018, our company launched BSM Offshore Services (BSM Offshore), focusing 
on the oil and gas and offshore renewable energy markets. BSM Offshore supports 
owners and operators globally through integrated third-party ship management 
services, which are safe, reliable and cost-effective.

We are proud to be a pioneer in Service Operation Vessels (SOVs) by managing one 
of the first offshore vessels converted to an SOV and managing two of the first 
purpose-built SOVs for the wind industry since 2016 and 2017, respectively. 

The SOV WINDEA Jules Verne, owned by our parent company, is the third SOV 
vessel awarded by GE Renewable Energy (GE) to BSM. The vessel is custom built 
by Ulstein Group to GE’s specific requirements. A hybrid diesel-electric propulsion 
system is installed aboard the SOV, which can switch to battery power to minimise 
fuel usage and emissions produced during energy-demanding operations. The 
overall expected fuel savings are between 5-10% from the hybrid installations. 
This project is an example of how BSM Offshore, in collaboration with the Schulte 
Group, supports the Offshore segment and the transition to renewable energy.

OFFSHORE VESSEL

FUEL CONSUMPTION (MT)

3,944

CO
2
EMISSION (MT - SCOPE 2)

168

SOx Emissions (MT)

NOx Emissions (MT)

CO
2
-e EMISSION FROM REFRIGERANTS  (MT - SCOPE 2)

217

ENERGY & EMISSIONS
GENERATED (m3)

851

DIVERTED FROM DISPOSAL INCINERATED (m3)

0

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL DISCHARGED AT SEA (m3)

333

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL LANDED ASHORE (m3) 

519

WASTE 

20202020

202012,6672020

2020

20204.452020

2020

2020
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Sulphur Oxide Emissions

The two main pollutants from the ship’s emission are Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) and 
Sulphur Oxides (SOx). These gases have adverse effects on the ozone layer in the 
troposphere area of the Earth’s atmosphere, which results in the greenhouse effect 
and global warming.

As of 1 January 2020, according to the IMO 2020 sulphur cap, the sulphur limit of 
marine fuel is 0.50% m/m (mass by mass). SOx emissions from vessels are controlled 
using fuel with lower sulphur content, such as LNG or Exhaust Gas Cleaning 
Systems (EGCS). 

In 2019, we worked closely with our customers to maximise stakeholder value and 
advise on options for regulatory compliance.

We assisted our customers in choosing the appropriate EGCS. In 2019, we planned 
and supervised the installations on 32 full-managed vessels, and in 2020 an 
additional 60 vessels. This corresponds to 9.5% and 15% of our fleet, respectively. 

These services were available through Schulte Marine Concept (S.M.C.) - the new 
building arm of BSM, which provides a comprehensive spectrum of project tailored 
technical and management services, and end-to-end solutions for new building, 
conversion and retrofit projects. 

Alternatively, BSM supported the majority of customers’ decision to transition to an 
alternative fuel like LNG. 

The measures included:

• Creating a ship specific fuel changeover plan that facilitated the transition to 
compliant fuel oil at all combustion units.

• Adequately training our crew on the ship’s fuel changeover process.

• Providing each of our full-managed vessels with a Ship Implementation Plan (SIP) 
for inspection purposes.

• Our goal for 2021 is to install EGCS on at least 90 full-managed vessels.

RO-RO VESSEL

FUEL CONSUMPTION (MT)

15,818
14,575

2019
2020

49,705
45,814

2019
2020

CO
2
EMISSION (MT - SCOPE 2)

0

SOx Emissions (MT)

NOx Emissions (MT)

244
53

2019
2020

CO
2
-e EMISSION FROM REFRIGERANTS (MT - SCOPE 2)

1,180
1,065

2019
2020

ENERGY & EMISSIONS
GENERATED (m3)

316

DIVERTED FROM DISPOSAL INCINERATED (m3)

0

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL DISCHARGED AT SEA (m3)

0

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL LANDED ASHORE (m3) 

316

WASTE 

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020
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Nitrogen Oxide Emissions

NOx emissions from vessels depend on the engine design, limiting the maximum 
NOx emissions based on its year of built (Tier 1/2/3). 

BSM controls the NOx emissions during the vessel’s life by continuously using 
NOx compliant engine components and maintaining engine settings within the 
prescribed limits of the NOx technical file.

Ozone-Depleting Substances

Ozone-Depleting Substances (ODS) used in the ships refrigerant systems and 
fire extinguishers are being phased out to limit their damage to the Earth’s 
ozone layer. In 2020, BSM purchased ten bottles of R-22 type refrigerants 
(2% of the total amount of purchased refrigerants), equal to 1.6 kg of CFC-11 
(trichlorofluoromethane) equivalent. In addition, we control the emissions of 
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) from oil tanker cargo operations by returning 
the cargo vapours to shore where the facility is available. 

Ultimately, we aim to build on our emission reduction activities by exploring market 
opportunities to contribute towards SDG 14. 

OIL TANKER

FUEL CONSUMPTION (MT)

250,441
275,210

2019
2020

782,989
863,729

2019
2020

CO
2
EMISSION (MT - SCOPE 2)

9,319
2020

SOx Emissions (MT)

NOx Emissions (MT)

5,675
2,423

2019
2020

19,191
20,998

2019
2020

CO
2
-e EMISSION FROM REFRIGERANTS  (MT - SCOPE 2) 

ENERGY & EMISSIONS
GENERATED (m3)

2907

DIVERTED FROM DISPOSAL INCINERATED (m3)

217

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL DISCHARGED AT SEA (m3)

2415

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL LANDED ASHORE (m3) 

249

WASTE 

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020
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SUPPORTING GREEN IDEAS 

For the 5th consecutive year, BSM as a Golden Sponsor supported the Climate 
Launchpad (CLP), the world’s largest green business ideas competition. The 
competition supports entrepreneurs in green technology and innovation to grow 
their ideas through an intensive series of workshops and coaching sessions. 

In 2020, 68 finalists from 56 countries pitched their ideas in a well-developed virtual 
environment. Three BSM volunteers served as coaches at the boot camp stage, and 
one of our employees as a judge in the Global Grand Finals.

The participants of this competition have ideas with the potential for big climate 
impact. BSM, through CLP, is exploring how to truly unlock their potential and 
empower solutions to environmental challenges.

Mrs Elena Pantazidou, BSM Director Human Resources Shore, commented that, 
‘BSM is proud to support ClimateLaunchpad for the fifth-consecutive year. We 
have seen many innovators enter this competition over the past few years, pitching 
solutions for a plethora of climate-related issues. As resilience-building is the new 
reality – we look forward to seeing new, disruptive ideas on cutting greenhouse gas 
emissions.‘

BSM supporting Climatelaunchpad Grand Final 2020.

BSM supporting ClimateLaunchpad Grand Final 2019.
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3.2.2 OUR PERFORMANCE AT SHORE 

All our SMCs and PRONAV offices worldwide are accredited with ISO 14001:2015 
while BSM Cruise is going through the certification process. Going beyond this, 
up to 2020, each office was organising independent initiatives to improve its 
environmental performance. 

For example, our Hamburg office successfully joined the ECO-Partnership 
Hamburg. The BSM Germany team’s efforts began in August 2020, and the 
certification was issued in January 2021. This achievement came from introducing 
new green printers, switching to green electricity, installing water dispensers, stop 
the buying of bottled water (plastic/glass) and giving employees free tickets for 
public transport. 

Our SMC office in Cyprus was awarded with Green Offices eco-label issued 
by the Cyprus Commissioner for the Environment. The eco-label is awarded to 
establishments that fulfil a list of environmental requirements that include energy 
and water consumption, waste management, the use of environmentally friendly 
cleaning products and turning free spaces into green spaces. 

We are very proud of our people’s interest in taking care of our planet. To help 
grow their green initiatives, this year, we introduced a standardised data collection 
methodology for our offices worldwide. This approach will facilitate data-driven 
decision making, with better tracking of progress and setting targets based on 
results.

To achieve this, all BSM offices were requested to gather information regarding 
the electricity provided by the local grid, the electricity produced from on-site 
renewable energy projects and the fuel consumption of boilers or electricity 
generators. Based on this, we calculated the total kilowatt-hours (kWh) consumed 
and the corresponding CO2 emissions13. 

Currently, renewable energy corresponds to 9.8% of our total electricity 
consumption. Building on our efforts to support the renewable energy market 
through our offshore services, we have set the goal to reduce the energy purchased 
per occupant at our top 7 offices through multiple energy efficiency activities by 
2025.

Employee travelling is a significant source of CO2 emissions. COVID-19 has proven 
that travelling can be reduced tremendously without disrupting our operations. 
Therefore, in order to reduce our carbon footprint, we will incorporate the 
reduction of unnecessary corporate travel in our company’s policy. 

At BSM, we currently track the emissions generated due to employees’ road 
transport using BSM rented or owned cars. In 2020, we gathered data on the total 
amount and type of fuel consumed, and the distance travelled. Based on this, we 
calculated the amount of CO2 emissions due to our employees’ road transportation. 

ETN, our dedicated marine and corporate travel agency, is offering air travel 
solutions to all BSM employees at sea and at shore. In 2020, ETN started tracking 
the air-miles travelled with the goal to measure the carbon footprint of our 
employees air transport as of 2021.

13 If the information was not readily available, we calculated the office electricity consumption either 
based on the building’s electricity intensity or through the metering system. If none of these two 
options were available, we estimated the office’s electricity consumption based on the amount paid to 
the landlord for electricity purposes and the related costs of kWh in the local area.
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Trees are our lungs, as the oceans our bloodstream

Shifting temperature, wind, and rainfall patterns are causing increasingly severe 
weather conditions, impacting shipping and the world. One simple and natural way 
to slow down climate change is to plant trees sustainably to purify our air, store 
carbon and clean our water. 

Over the past five years, BSM employees have shown a great passion for tree 
planting activities. To expand their efforts and upscale our impact as a community, 
we partnered with Treedom to kick off the Schulte Group Forest initiative.

The BSM staff raised USD 17,000 through our annual ‘Stepping Towards 
Sustainability’ challenge. Over 600 employees participated in unlocking activity 
milestones linked to monetary donations dedicated to sustainable actions.

The funds were used to plant 1,200 trees in an agroforestry project in Guatemala. 
The Guatemala project began in 2019 and is coordinated by Treedom, AMKA (Non-
Profit Organisation), local developers and farmers. 

Agroforestry goes beyond simple plantation and instead focuses on creating the 
most environmental, social, and economic value. 

Through this project, we contribute to biodiversity restoration, increasing CO2 
absorption and supporting local farmers with training and education on sustainable 
farming techniques with the support of local universities and research institutions. 
The project further supports the education of women through an equal 
opportunity for learning, in pursuit of equality for all.

The local farmers will plant a mixture of trees, including fruit and vegetable species 
that will provide them with multiple sources of income. The new agroforestry 
system will be resilient to climate change, combat soil erosion and mineralisation, 
and strengthen food security.

Now our small saplings are growing in their nurseries and will soon be transplanted 
in the district of Petén. In addition, every single tree will be geolocated and 
photographed, allowing us to follow its journey into adulthood.

Over the first ten years of their lives, our trees will absorb an estimated 110,000kg 
of CO2 until they reach maturity.

BSM will gift all trees to our employees, customers, or partners. Our goal is to plant 
an additional 1,000 trees in 2021, expanding the Schulte Group Forest year-by-year. 

This initiative is not an offsetting activity, as our goal is to strive for a greener, more 
sustainable future while actively reducing our organisation’s carbon footprint. In 
this way, we have an impact that benefits not just our industry but also the lives of 
others.

THE SCHULTE GROUP FOREST INITIATIVE
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The biggest source of waste pollution at sea is humankind’s everyday activities. 
The impact is tremendous, with more than a million seabirds and 100,000 marine 
mammals killed each year after ingesting garbage or getting entangled in it14.

As the oceans are our livelihood, we see first-hand the damage caused and believe 
that a higher level of responsibility and urgency is required.

In 2019, BSM began investigating waste generation more closely to identify targets 
that minimise our impact beyond what is required by law. For example, inspired by 
BlueSeasMatter, and with the support of our Environmental Officers, Coordinators 
and Supply Chain Management teams, we identified that single-use water bottles 
are a major component of our waste, amounting to over 2 million plastic bottles per 
year. 

In 2020, we set targets and began enhancing our existing procedures and systems 
to mitigate our waste.

3.3.1 OUR PERFORMANCE AT SEA

Garbage generated onboard our full-managed vessels are handled per MARPOL 
Annex V and ISO 14001:2015, which includes procedures for:

• Reducing waste generation

• Waste processing, and

• Safe disposal of waste to shore reception or in permitted areas using approved 
disposal equipment. 

Annex V aims to eliminate the amount of garbage being discharged into the sea 
from vessels.

The onboard waste processing and disposal follow the ship specific Garbage 
Management Plan (GMP). The GMP template used by BSM is aligned with MARPOL 
Annex V and Flag state-specific requirements. Our full-managed vessels’ garbage 
is either disposed of overboard, incinerated onboard or landed ashore for further 
handling, in line with regulations.

The majority of garbage produced at sea are landed ashore during port visits, 
where BSM engages approved ship agents for their handling. In addition, the 
agents collaborate with third-party contractors responsible for the final stage of 
waste management on behalf of BSM.

3.3 WASTE MANAGEMENT

BULKER VESSEL

FUEL CONSUMPTION (MT)

741,775
863,526

2019
2020

2,315,231
2,703,876

2019
2020

CO
2
EMISSION (MT - SCOPE 2)

11,060

SOx Emissions (MT)

NOx Emissions (MT)

17,968
10,574

2019
2020

CO
2
-e EMISSION FROM REFRIGERANTS  (MT - SCOPE 2)

57,644
66,738

2019
2020

ENERGY & EMISSIONS
GENERATED (m3)

3527

DIVERTED FROM DISPOSAL INCINERATED (m3)

427

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL DISCHARGED AT SEA (m3)

2347

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL LANDED ASHORE (m3) 

655

WASTE 

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

14 Unesco, 2020: http://www.unesco.org/new/en/natural-sciences/ioc-oceans/focus-areas/rio-20-
ocean/blueprint-for-the-future-we-want/marine-pollution/facts-and-figures-on-marine-pollution/
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Currently, garbage generation and disposal records are maintained onboard ships 
in paper logbooks and then digitalised in several forms. As of 2021, in line with our 
efforts towards digitalisation, we will be using newly established electronic record 
books (eRbooks) for all our full-managed vessels. Digitalisation will allow for a 
quicker, more consistent process that will help us detect problem areas earlier and 
develop solutions15.

In 2020, we also identified that misinformation was a roadblock to using the 
existing water filtration systems onboard. 

PASSENGER VESSEL

FUEL CONSUMPTION (MT)

51,346
28,008

2019
2020

162,304
89,794

2019
2020

CO
2
EMISSION (MT - SCOPE 2)

SOx Emissions (MT)

415
14

2019
2020

(MT - SCOPE 2)

ENERGY & EMISSIONS
GENERATED (m3)

5815

DIVERTED FROM DISPOSAL INCINERATED (m3)

439

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL DISCHARGED AT SEA (m3)

547

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL LANDED ASHORE (m3) 

4837

WASTE 

2020

2020

2020

2020

Therefore, we began creating awareness of the quality of filtered water and the proper 
functionality of existing desalination systems and continue to encourage our crew to 
use them confidently. At the same time, we are increasing the number of full-managed 
vessels with water filtration systems onboard, reaching 351 vessels in 2020. Our goal is 
to achieve zero plastic water bottles onboard our full-managed vessels by 2025.

ALL VESSEL TYPES

FUEL CONSUMPTION (MT)

2,997,798
3,034,330

2019
2020

9,311,979
9,456,778

2019
2020

CO
2
EMISSION (MT - SCOPE 2)

53,884

SOx Emissions (MT)

NOx Emissions (MT)

64,683
23,325

2019
2020

CO
2
-e EMISSION FROM REFRIGERANTS  (MT - SCOPE 2)

236,266
237,224

2019
2020

ENERGY & EMISSIONS
GENERATED (m3)

24,646

DIVERTED FROM DISPOSAL INCINERATED (m3)

2,382

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL DISCHARGED AT SEA (m3)

8,038

DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL LANDED ASHORE (m3) 

13,969

WASTE 

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

15 Difference between Garbage Generated and Garbage Discharged might be due to the garbage created 
during 2019 and discharged in 2020 or garbage generated in 2020 and will be discharged in 2021.
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3.3.2 OUR PERFORMANCE AT SHORE

The company follows a waste management policy in line with ISO 14001:2015 to 
minimise the environmental impact of our shore operations. Several initiatives took 
place to achieve reduction and recycling of waste. 

For example, in several locations we removed the single-use plastic bottles by either 
using glass bottles or installing water filtration systems. In addition, we replaced 
plastic cups with mugs or eco-friendly disposable cups. We also provided our 
employees with reusable jute bags to discourage the use of plastic carry bags. 

We used the same data collection methodology as with energy and emission data 
for shore to gather our waste data. In 2020, three out of 36 offices worldwide 
could not provide environmental performance data due to office location 
related implications. In addition, our overall environmental performance in 2020 
was significantly influenced by COVID-19, and is not representative of normal 
operations. Therefore, our goal for the following years is to develop a methodology 
enabling us to compare our performance against similar commercial premises.  

Our goal is to develop a dedicated PAL module for tracking and monitoring office 
environmental data. This will enable us to standardise the collection of information, 
have comparable data that can be measured over time, and set meaningful goals 
such as waste management optimisation and emissions and energy saving to 
improve our impact. 

Moving forward, we will keep focusing on waste efficiency, starting with the 
installation of composters and recycling bins as well as striving for zero-single use 
plastic in our offices by 2022. In this journey, we want our people to get onboard 
and inspire us. We aim to harness their creativity and innovative thinking by 
engaging them in idea competitions for improving our waste management systems.

ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION LOCAL GRID (kWh)

ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION FROM RENEWABLE ENERGY (kWh)

3,066,469

ELECTRICITY FROM GENERATORS (kWh)

TOTAL ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION (kWh)

ELECTRICITY INTENSITY (kWh/m2)

ENERGY & EMISSIONS

2020

334,8332020

6072020

3,401,9082020

632020

HEATING (kWh)

5,655,9162020

TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION (kWh)

ENERGY INTENSITY (kWh/m2)

OFFICES: CO
2
 EMISSIONS – SCOPE 2 (kg CO

2
)

9,057,8242020

1662020

2,826,8402020

OFFICES: CO
2
 EMISSION INTENSITY (kg CO

2
 /m2)

BSM OWNED CARS: CO
2
 EMISSIONS – SCOPE 1 (kg CO

2
)

BSM RENTED CARS: CO
2
 EMISSIONS – SCOPE 3 (kg CO

2
)

52 2020

44,9012020

18,8852020

WASTE *

WASTE GENERATED* (kg) 

WASTE INTENSITY (kg/person) 

WASTE DIRECTED TO DISPOSAL (kg)

WASTE DIRECTED FROM DISPOSAL (kg)

71

40,550

48,410

91,5542020

2020

2020

2020

*We were unable to track the disposal of 2,594 kg of waste due to insufficient information provided. 
*Actual data received from 31 out of 33 offices. The figure provided indicates the estimated waste generation from 
all 33 offices based on the waste intensity and the number of people located in the two offices for which actual data 
is missing.
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As part of BSM’s commitment to environmental sustainability, the Management 
Board has agreed to participate in the Non-Profit Organisation, Eyesea. Our 
BSM Chairman, David Furnival, serves as an Ambassador and Officer actively 
contributing in this initiative.

Eyesea’s mission is to map marine pollution and hazards and provide objective 
evidence of hotspots to motivate a more effective prevention approach and 
facilitate a clean-up response.

In 2020, Eyesea developed the concept for a technological solution to geo-tag 
and map pollution and hazards. The application is now fully funded and under 
development with ChartWorld. 

BSM provided five vessels for the trial phase. The vessels have already shared 
more than 20 photos of various pollution examples used to develop an Artificial 
Intelligence recognition software with SHELL that will enhance the Eyesea App in 
the future.

Our vessel’s photographic contributions were the very first ’at sea’ images to be 
submitted from the participating maritime companies. 

With our large fleet and many shore employees based near the sea, BSM can make 
a considerable contribution to the success of this worthwhile venture. 

EYESEA PARTNERSHIP FOR GARBAGE GEO-TAGGING 

‘These graphic pictures speak volumes about the issues the oceans are 
facing in terms of pollution, oil spills, and hazardous waste and the vital role 
seafarers can play in protecting the marine environment. These pictures are 
also the start of our data collection journey as we use our technology to 
integrate images like these into maritime charts. These pollutions maps will 
then be used to support ocean, harbour, and coastal clean-ups and related 
scientific research.‘

- Graeme Somerville-Ryan, Eyesea Founder
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LOOKING AHEAD

Since we launched our sustainability team, we explored several areas that merit 
improvement which we can either influence directly or need wider action from 
other players. Therefore, setting concrete targets coupled with the engagement 
in strong partnership can lead to our ultimate goal of improved environmental 
performance. Therefore, we aim to:

• Undergo auditing process in order to externally assure the quality of our 
Sustainability Report by 2023.

• Develop science-based targets to reduce our environmental impact by 
collaborating with Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi).

• Establish a concrete decarbonisation strategy.

• Expand our service portfolio by offering consulting services on carbon footprint 
reduction of specific vessels or the fleet of ship owners. 

• Develop a dedicated office environmental dashboard in PAL, allowing for a more 
systematic and consistent data collection process by 2021.

• Achieve 100% renewable energy supply in all our offices worldwide by investing 
in renewable energy projects and purchasing renewable energy certificates by 
2025. 

• Reduce CO2 emissions from our full-managed vessels annually by planning and 
implementing various operational energy saving measures as per SEEMP.

• Collect robust data on our employees’ travelling carbon footprint, provide 
insights into the most environmentally friendly route and encourage the booking 
of direct flights by 2021.

• Engage in accelerators and tap into innovative start-ups to achieve 
decarbonisation.

• Engage in partnerships and commit to eliminate plastic water bottles onboard the 
vessels by 2025.

• Reduce, reuse or recycle our shore waste to achieve zero waste to landfills by 
2030.

• Reduce our onboard waste through constructive communication with suppliers 
to effectively manage products’ packaging and through collaboration with 
approved port service providers that meet our ISO 14001:2015 certification. 

• Eliminate the onboard use of not environmentally friendly chemical cleaning by 
2025.

• Begin tracking the air miles travelled to measure the carbon footprint of our 
employees air transport by 2021 through ETN.
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4.1 COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT APPROACH 

5. RESPONSIBILITY & RESOURCES 

• Chief Financial Officer department, Business Audit Department and the 
Loss Prevention, Safety and Quality Department: Responsible for the 
development, communication and compliance with policies and procedures 
with regards to bribery and corruption.

• Group HR Shore and Group HR Marine: Responsible for the training and 
education of employees ashore and onboard regarding ethical operations, 
bribery and corruption.

• Maritime Anti-Corruption Network (MACN): Responsible for providing 
industry-leading innovative solutions and tackling corruption challenges.

1. PURPOSE

• Our mission is to conduct all business operations in an honest, 
transparent and ethical manner. In addition, we choose to safeguard 
our strong global reputation and our customers‘, business partners‘ and 
suppliers‘ interests by adhering to our business conduct standards and 
deliver our services professionally and with integrity.

3. COMMITMENTS

• We do not tolerate any acts of bribery and corruption and make ethical 
decisions at all levels of the organisation. BSM remains fully transparent 
and compliant with international and national laws on anti-bribery, 
corruption and ethical operations in countries where we operate. 

2. POLICIES

•  BSM‘s operations are founded on a framework of robust policies, 
procedures and effective management systems. Read more in the 
‘Operational Policies and Procedures Index‘ section.

4. GOALS & TARGETS

• Have zero bribery and corruption incidents.  

6. GRIEVANCE MECHANISM

• BSM’s Speaking up policy empowers all company employees to 
report any misconducts or malpractices. Read more in Our People > 
Management Approach > Grievance Mechanism.

• BSM monitors its business partners to ensure they uphold and satisfy 
their contractual obligations. In any material non-compliance cases, 
BSM works with the third party to resolve the situation and return to a 
compliant state. If efforts are insufficient within the required timeframe, 
we follow the grievance procedure set out within the relevant contract.
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4.1.1 BSM’S APPROACH TO COMPLIANCE 

Operational Policies and Procedures Index

Stakeholders in maritime are working towards vigilant anti-bribery and anti-
corruption standards.

At BSM, we strive to conduct our business following the rule of law, which provides 
the basis for commercial certainty, long-term investment, and growth for all.

We believe that a competitive and sustainable maritime sector relies on 
transparency, fairness, and responsibility. It enables integrous behaviour that 
assures the safety of all workers journeying around the world.

BSM fosters a culture of compliance and responsibility whereby our first priority 
is the safe operation of the vessels we manage, which means no injuries to our 
people or loss of life, damage to our customers’ property or the environment. 

To ensure compliance we:

• Conduct due diligence on all customers before accepting new business, 

• Host independent audits on our operations to ensure compliance with local and 
international regulations, 

• Provide regular training on topics such as compliance, anti-corruption and ethical 
behaviour.

Finally, the processes and procedures we follow ensure coordinated and honest 
operations throughout our different business units.

Photo taken by BSM Third Engineer, Georgii Smokov.
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Table 5 Operational Policies and Procedures Index

The table provides a short description of the various policies and procedures for safe operations at sea and shore. 

Policies and Procedures Brief Description

Business Policy BSM‘s commitment to acting responsibly towards our clients and employees on our managed ships and within the 
company premises. It prohibits child/forced labour, human trafficking and enforces human rights.

Ethical Ship Operations Policy BSM‘s zero-tolerance approach to bribery and corruption.

IT and Cyber Security Policy This policy covers our cyber security management systems and controls adopted in all offices and full managed vessels 
to protecting information and systems from cyber threats.

Sanctions Policy BSM‘s commitment to due diligence and transparency in connection with all sanctions applicable to our company and 
its activities.

Quality Policy The policy outlines our Quality Management System (QMS), based on ISO 9001:2015 and the mechanisms that ensure 
continual improvement of quality services and adherence to our statutory obligations.

Shipboard Drug and Alcohol Policy Our company standards for drugs and alcohol onboard the ships, including regular checks, reporting and disciplinary 
actions to ensure the crew‘s safety, vessels, and operations.

Security Policy BSM‘s commitment to providing a secure working environment by establishing and maintaining the required security 
measures which prevent unlawful acts against ships and endanger the safety and security of persons.
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New Business Screening

When acquiring new business, our SMCs  complete their due diligence in the Vessel 
Risk Assessment (VRA) for each ship before joining our management from both 
new and current clients. This VRA involves a scoring process against topics that 
are considered as critical risks when relationships with new business partners are 
established, as seen below:

• Vessel overview including takeover situation

• Crewing requirements including availability and experience

• Client relationship including contractual terms

• Insurance in place

• Due diligence on the client covering Know Your Customer (KYC) requirements

• Commercial considerations 

Further details for Full Management ships including:

• Condition

• Vetting status

• Security

• Office staff experience; and

• Vessel Sanctions Check, minimum for the past 24 months.

In addition, each SMC completes a Client Risk Assessment Form for each new and 
current client, evaluating the Ultimate Beneficial Owner (UBO). This assessment is 
repeated either annually or bi-annually, depending on the initial risk rating, and it 
covers the following potential business partners:

• Clients

• Agents

• Representatives

• Consultants

• Lobbyists

• Suppliers

• Vendors

• Joint venture partners

• Target companies for investments, mergers or acquisitions

• Professional associations, beneficiaries for sponsorship and charity partners

In 2020, the company completed a total of 54 sanctions compliance checks 
for potential vessels and customers. The checks resulted in three rejections of 
shipmanagement business and five rejections of intended cargo or trades. In all 
other cases, any suspicions of possible sanctions were cleared as unsubstantiated. 
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Auditing Processes 

BSM SMC offices have ISM code16, ISO 9001:201517, and ISO 14001:2015 
certifications. In the next five years, we aim to increase the number of offices with 
ISO 14001:2015 certifications which further supports our environmental goals. 

Meeting the standards of excellence captured by ISO ensures our clients that the 
services we provide are safe, reliable and of the best quality. To continuously uphold 
ISO standards, we conduct vigorous internal audits throughout the year. The audits 
are used to assess conformity, evaluate our effectiveness and identify opportunities 
for improvement.

Following the audit inspections, we record any follow-up actions in PAL. We use our 
key audit findings to make system changes that make it easier for staff to comply 
with requirements.

Further, the Business Audit department conducts an annual audit for all other 
offices based on their risk level or a request from the Management Board.

In addition, for any non-compliance raised, BSM identifies, implements, and closely 
monitors corrective and preventive actions through PAL.

Further, our key offices are audited by external authorities on a regular basis. This 
includes ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 certification verification audits, 
International Safety Management (ISM) audits, audits from our clients as well as key 
industry stakeholders, through such mechanisms as the Tanker Management Self-
Assessment (TMSA) reviews. 

The purpose of the external ISM audit is to assess whether the Safety Management 
System (SMS) meets the provisions of the ISM Code, verify its implementation and 
comprehension across the company, and ensure the fulfilment of specific flag state 
requirements.

*Includes BSM Cruise and BSM Offshore Services

*External Auditors (EXA)

*Group is audited once every three years by CFO team

The BSM auditing structure includes:

16 ISM code is an international standard dedicated to the safe management and operation of ships and 
for pollution prevention.

17 ISO 9001:2015 is an international standard and framework dedicated to Quality Management 
Systems (QMS).
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4.1.2 BSM’S APPROACH TO ANTI-CORRUPTION 

BSM recognises that bribery and corruption can significantly affect shipping 
operations, stakeholder interests and overall the reputation of everyone involved. 
As stricter anti-corruption regulations continue to emerge globally, we respond by 
closely evaluating and improving our existing robust anti-corruption practices, train 
our staff to ensure their preparedness and awareness, and form partnerships to 
safeguard our stakeholders’ interests.

With vigorous governance mechanisms, we ensure that our people adhere to the 
expectations and standards of the company to protect themselves, their fellow 
colleagues and the assets placed in their care.

Just Culture 

At BSM, safety is part of everything we do, from the protection of our people to our 
client’s assets. BSM encourages ‘Just Culture’ to create an environment of trust that 
ultimately improves our safety performance.

‘Just Culture’ is, understanding acceptable and unacceptable behaviour, 
communicating concerns openly without fear of negative repercussion, 
accountable actions while learning from experiences to make better decisions.

We achieve this by encouraging our seafarers and shore staff to:

1. Take greater personal responsibility for their actions, 

2. Acknowledging behaviours that exceed expectations, 

3. Responding to behaviours transparently and fairly, and 

4. Taking firm action where inappropriate behaviours are evident. 

In this way, BSM encourages and maintains a transparent working atmosphere 
where any potential incidents of bribery and corruption can be reported and 
resolved.

We aim to continuously raise awareness and educate on ‘Just Culture’, its 
importance for our people and operational performance. Our goal for 2021 
includes hosting webinars on ‘Just Culture’ for all employees and develop an action 
plan with clear steps and timeframe to embed this in our corporate culture. 

Cooperation with the Maritime Anti-Corruption Network (MACN)

In 2016, BSM joined the Maritime Anti-Corruption Network (MACN), a global 
business network with the vision of a maritime industry free of corruption that 
enables fair trade for the benefit of society. We believe that we will tackle and 
eliminate all forms of maritime corruption only through stakeholders’ collective 
action.

MACN and its members strive to develop a culture of integrity within the maritime 
community by:

• Raising awareness of the challenges faced;

• Implementing the MACN Anti-Corruption Principles;

• Co-developing and sharing best practices; and

• Collaborating with governments, non-governmental organisations, and civil 
society to identify and mitigate the root causes of corruption.

We participate in MACN’s Incident Reporting System, which enables maritime 
players to submit anonymous reports on corrupt demands they have faced during 
port operation. The results from incident reports are shared among the members 
to avoid similar incidents in their operations in the future. In addition, MACN uses 
this data to analyse trends in incident frequency to facilitate a constructive dialogue 
with governments and other stakeholders to tackle anti-corruption. 

BSM has both shipboard and shore procedures related to managing facilitation 
payment demands they face when calling at ports.
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BSM Supports MACN Training 

In 2020, BSM participated in developing and testing the new MACN Anti-
Bribery and Corruption course. This initiative included reviewing the course 
script and testing the system before its release to all MACN members, a total 
of 156 companies representing 50% of total global tonnage.
We rolled out this training course to our frontline workers in ten of our 
offices and over 400 full-managed vessels.

Through this course, we gave our staff access to the most up to date and 
accurate information for complying with anti-corruption laws, and case 
studies that demonstrate how to reject unlawful demands. The feedback 
so far has been great, with the staff appreciating the clarity of the course‘s 
content and easy to use and understand format.

‘I found the training is relevant, and the time allotted is just enough to know 
about corruption and facilitation payments. It is easy to understand for the 
ship‘s staff who face similar situations in different parts of the world. I think 
this shall be encouraging to the Masters on board to handle the situation.‘

Crew card payments

In 2020, we started a project to develop a new digital payment solution for 
all BSM seafarers worldwide. Our goal is to supply our seafarers with VISA 
Debit Cards and multi-currency eWallets which will allow them to spend, 
send and receive money more conveniently and safely. 

This initiative further enhances our ability to fight corruption by reducing the 
exposure to the crime that a ship experiences by having large amounts of 
cash on board to pay the crew.

Ethical Operations Training 

Our commitment to ethical operations lies at the core of what we do, which is 
why we invest heavily in the training and development of our employees. Training 
provides them with the necessary skills and knowledge to handle potential 
corruption occurring in our line of work.

BSM now offers the MACN training, ‘Ethical Ship Operations – Anti-bribery and 
corruption‘ course through iLearn to office staff.

The course is mandatory for people in specific positions within BSM but also 
available for all our staff. For seafarers, this is delivered through our onboard 
content management system and currently focuses on training the top 4 Officers; 
Master, Chief Officer, Chief Engineer, and Second Engineer.

In addition to this, there are several other iLearn courses available for office staff, 
including the BSM Compliance module. New employees are required to watch 
and cover BSM‘s ethics, standards, and guidelines for operations.

We ensure that office staff are appropriately introduced and familiarised with 
our Anti-Money Laundering (AML) procedures to highlight the importance and 
prevention of terrorist financing, the legal requirement to report suspicions, as 
well as their duties and responsibilities. 
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4.2 SUPPLIERS SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT MANAGEMENT APPROACH 

4. RESPONSIBILITY & RESOURCES 

• At BSM, the majority of our suppliers are contracted through GenPro. 
However, in the case that GenPro contracted suppliers do not meet our 
needs, the Central Purchasing Team or individual SMC engage with 
suppliers outside the GenPro pool. In any case, we follow the Supply Chain 
Management and Purchasing Manual.

1. PURPOSE

• BSM goes beyond compliance by engaging and guiding our suppliers in 
our sustainability targets and ensure alignment between stakeholders 
(GenPro – Members – Suppliers). Our mission is to ensure that our 
suppliers adhere to all regional laws and regulations, while accepting and 
adopting a sustainable mindset.

3. GOALS & TARGETS

• GP General Procurement Company Limited (GenPro)’s, Sustainability 
Scorecard lists the most important strategic objectives. Read more in the 
’Suppliers’ Sustainability Scorecard‘ section.

2. POLICIES

• The Supply Chain Management and Purchasing Manual provides a 
thorough explanation of BSM’s procedures for evaluating suppliers and 
their procurement performance, supplier relationship management, and 
feedback and complaint management. 

5. GRIEVANCE MECHANISM

• After receiving goods on board, the vessel notifies the SMC within three 
days via the Goods Received Note (GRN). If an issue occurs with the 
delivered goods, the SMC submits a complaint to the supplier within 
24 hours of GRN. The SMC reviews the vendor’s response and gets 
feedback from the Master. Finally, the SMC forwards the details to the 
Supply Chain Management Team to record them in the vendor database 
and forward them to GenPro if the complaints are recurrent or contract 
related.
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Our global supply chain strategy is to drive a resilient, diverse, and responsible 
supply chain that ensures the products our customers need to operate their 
vessels effectively. Having the highest standards of safety, quality, technology, and 
availability is integral to the success of that strategy. 

At BSM, we aim to build long-term relationships with our suppliers that are 
mutually beneficial, offering high-quality products and services to our customers 
while maintaining upright operations through shared learning and transparent 
feedback. 

Currently, we are collaborating with 13,594 vendors of various categories such as:

• Equipment makers

• Equipment/spares traders

• Equipment service providers

• Specialist service providers (surveyors, auditors, consultants, agents)

• Material/stores suppliers

• Repair workshops specialising

• Repair facilities like dry docks

• Logistics service providers

GenPro, a joint venture of BSM and Columbia Shipmanagement (Members) is a 
maritime procurement company which carries out the business of negotiating 
worldwide framework supply contracts on behalf of major ship managers, ship 
owners and ship operators. 

BSM contracts the majority of our suppliers through GenPro and explores 
alternative suppliers only if the already contracted suppliers by GenPro cannot 
satisfy a requirement or if they cannot offer the product or service in scope.  

We regularly review purchasing orders to ensure we receive competitive prices and 
a range of options for our clients. We strive to attract vendors that increase our 
procurement pool and quality of service and work in line with our values.

In 2020, we understood the importance of influencing and accelerating a 
sustainable supply chain. Therefore, we engaged our external stakeholders to 
identify the extent of their sustainability-related goals and how we could support 
them in achieving them. 

Further, we determined that a new monitoring method needed to be developed to 
identify areas of improvement and hold suppliers accountable for their progress. 
Our goal is to positively influence suppliers who are reluctant to change, support, 
learn and collaborate with them to enhance their operations in line with our 
stakeholders’ expectations.
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4.2.1 VENDOR APPLICATION FORM 

As a first step to assess the ability of our suppliers to deliver goods or services, we 
request them to complete the GenPro’s Vendor Application Form. The purpose 
of the form is to provide information regarding the vendor’s current sustainability 
status. Further, it assists GenPro to identify ways of creating awareness and align 
them with the Members’ requirements in a collaborative way. However, GenPro 
does not blacklist or reject vendors based on this information.

The form covers a variety of topics including the financial performance as well as 
several social and environmental policies and procedures. More specifically, the 
suppliers need to state if they comply with GDPR and provide their certificates for: 

• ISO 9001:2015 regarding Quality Management System, 

• ISO 45001:2018 or OHSAS 18001:2007 regarding Occupational Health and 
Safety Management System, 

• ISO 14001:2015 regarding Environmental Management System, 

• ISO 37001:2016 regarding Anti-Bribery & Anti-Corruption Policy, and 

• ISO 26000:2010 regarding Social Responsibility Management System

If the suppliers are not certified with the above listed ISO, they are requested to 
describe their:

1. Policies and targets

2. Actions to minimise negative impacts

3. Ways of resolving unwanted conditions, and 

4. How they address their customers’ requirements on the above

Photo taken by BSM Captain Smirnovs Romans.
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4.2.2 SUPPLIERS’ SUSTAINABILITY SCORECARD 

GenPro has recently established the Sustainability Scorecard, which comprises 
various parameters to measure our suppliers’ status, compliance, commitment, 
and performance towards sustainability. 

The strategic objectives listed in the Scorecard are categorised as Regulatory, 
Mandatory, Preferred, and Promoted (See Table 6 Sustainability Scorecard 
Objectives).

The Regulatory strategic objectives are enforced by national or international 
legislation, and therefore, our suppliers are obliged to align with them. GenPro 
enforces the Mandatory objectives, and expects complete adherence from 
suppliers, unless such objectives contradict national or local regulations. We 
encourage suppliers to embrace the Preferred objectives we have established by 
supporting relevant initiatives and urge them to consider applying the Promoted 
objectives.  

We require our suppliers to get in line with our expectations and want to assist 
them in developing their own corporate responsibility strategies, policies and 
processes, monitor and audit the performance of their own suppliers. 
During the first quarter of 2021, GenPro aims to navigate our suppliers and 
Member representatives through a series of thought-provoking and guiding Live 
webinars as well as Q&A sessions looking deeper into GenPro’s sustainability 
requirements and processes. 

The webinars aim to share knowledge and spread awareness on all matters 
related to sustainability, thus ensuring that all stakeholders’ environmental 
footprint is improved. 

Specifically, the webinars will cover various topics such as GenPro sustainability 
strategy, Green Supply Chain, Provision Quality Management, Stores and 
Provisions Packing, and Non-Compliance Reporting and Handling. In addition, 
during the webinars, suppliers and procurement experts will share their thoughts 
and experiences on these topics.

The next step will be to engage with suppliers on a one-to-one basis, starting with 
the key suppliers in major supply hubs and then moving on to the less impactful 
supplier categories.

Digital Connectivity

GenPro has been further developing its online ‘GenPro Connect’ site. The site will 
enable Members to have direct access to GenPro news, contractual information 
and use online forms such as ‘New Vendor Request Form’ or ‘Feedback Form’.

Members will receive further information on the developments and tools 
moving forward. In addition, individual meetings will be held with Member Key 
Representatives during the third and fourth quarter in 2021 to introduce the 
website and its available features. 
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Table 6 Suppliers’ Sustainability Scorecard Objectives

Strategic Objectives KPIs
Targets
2021 2022 2023

REGULATORY

Adherence to DGS India Order No. 05 of 2019 No. of cases where suppliers delivered stores not complying with the 
Directive to vessels bound to calling Indian Ports.

0 cases 0 cases 0 cases

Adherence to Hong Kong International Convention 
for the Safe and Environmentally Sound Recycling of 
Ships 2009 (HKC)

No. of cases where suppliers delivered stores not complying with the 
Directive to vessels.

0 cases 0 cases 0 cases

Adherence to IMO MEPC.269(68): 2015 - (EU) 
1257/2013.

No. of cases where suppliers delivered stores not complying with the 
Directive to vessels.

0 cases 0 cases 0 cases

Adherence to EMSA-Guidance on the Inventory 
of Hazardous Materials, IHM Development and 
Maintenance in the context of the EUSRR

No. of supply deliveries accompanied by the necessary Declarations of 
Conformity and Material Declarations on all applicable supplied items.

100% 100% 100%

Adherence to Regulation (EU) 1257/2013 of the EU 
Parliament and the Council on the Ship Recycling 
(EUSRR)

No. of supply deliveries accompanied by the necessary Declarations of 
Conformity and Material Declarations on all applicable supplied items.

100% 100% 100%

MANDATORY

Wrapping material collection post supply. Exception 
Areas such as Australian Ports will not count in the 
Performance Assessment

% of Deliveries where wrapping material was collected post supply. 1 1 1

Adherence to GenPro General Terms & Conditions 
including the Annexes with a focus on Items‘ Product 
Specifications comprising GenPro‘s Key Product 
Assortment

No. of Non-Conformity (NCR) cases reported by the Members. 0 cases 0 cases 0 cases

Zero Accidents No. of accidents reported 0 cases 0 cases 0 cases

Food Safety Active Food Safety Policy in place Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated
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Strategic Objectives KPIs
Targets
2021 2022 2023

Modern Slavery Policy Policy in place against Forced and/or Child Labour Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Equal & Fair Employment Policy Policy in place safeguarding employees and candidates from any form 
of discrimination including but not limited to race, colour, national 
or ethnic origin, gender, sexual orientation, religion, disability, age, 
social group, marital status family status or political opinion. The Policy 
should also ensure fair compensation and working hours

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

ISO 9001:2015 Active certification in place or Structured Management System in place 
supported by preparatory work in view of ISO 9001 certification

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Sustainably produced food supplies Supplier Declaration and/or Vendor Management System in place Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

PREFERRED

Use of recyclable wrapping material % of recyclable wrapping material used 25% 50% 75%

Reduction or Elimination of Packaging Material OR 
Implementation of Green Packaging where possible 
without compromising on Product Safety (ex Food 
Safety) and Product Safe Handling

% of reduction of wrapping material (In case of a green packaging 
introduction, the equivalent wrapping material reduction to be 
recorded)

10% 20% 30%

Minimal use of virgin material in products % of reduction in virgin material content in products offered by the 
suppliers

0.05 0.1 0.15

Reduction of disposables items % of replacement of disposables with reusables or recyclables 10% 15% 20%

Reduction or elimination of product toxicity % of toxicity reduction 10% 15% 20%

Suppliers‘ deliveries routing optimization and reverse 
logistics

No. of supply deliveries per order 1 delivery 
per order

1 delivery 
per order

1 delivery 
per order

Sustainability Strategy & Personnel Training in place Policy in place Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated
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Strategic Objectives KPIs
Targets
2021 2022 2023

‘Green‘ Demand & Procurement Planning in place Policy in place Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Vendor Management System in Place Policy in place Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

ERP System with Reporting & MDM Capacity and 
handling of CPL (Client Price List ) & VPL (Vendor 
Price List )

System in place Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Anti-Bribery & Anti-Corruption Policy or certified 
against ISO 37001:2016

Policy in place ensuring full commitment to the highest standards of 
moral and ethical business conduct

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Warehouse & Logistics Operations best practices 
training in place

Policy in place Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

PROMOTED

Promote the supply of energy & fuel saving 
equipment & machinery

% of reduction of energy consumption or fuel consumption of 
equipment and/or machinery proposed for supply from the supplier

5% 5% 5%

Innovation Product & Service Management Policy/SOP or Management System which promotes innovation to 
ultimately improve the sustainability identity of a product or service

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

ISO 14001:2015 (Environmental Management) Policy in place Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

ISO 26000:2010 (Social Responsibility) Policy in place Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

ISO 45001:2018 or OHSAS 18001:2007 (Health & 
Safety)

Policy in place Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

Supplier – GenPro Interface Management System in place Active            
& Updated

Active & 
Updated

Active & 
Updated

*The Suppliers’ Sustainability Scorecard is still under-development and subject to changes.
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LOOKING AHEAD

• Apply and get certified with ISO 45001:2018, an international standard and 
framework dedicated to Occupational Health and Safety Management System. 

• Host webinars, townhalls and AMA session on ‘Just Culture’ for all employees 
and develop an action plan with clear steps and timeframe to embed this in our 
corporate culture by 2021.

• Develop specific training on Just Culture for all employees by 2022. 

• Create an ‘Idea Competition’ engaging all employees to share their ideas on 
safety related best practices and implement them in our company. 

• Work with our key suppliers to develop their corporate responsibility strategies, 
policies and processes, set goals and report on their performance by 2023.

• Integrate our supplier development, monitoring, and enforcement efforts across 
our supply chain and purchasing teams by 2023.

• Invest in R&D and form partnerships with suppliers with the common goal of 
finding the most beneficial ways we can reduce our carbon footprint and become 
more circular. 
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APPENDIX 1 MEMBERSHIPS

• ACCA SUBS 2020 (Asso. Of Chartered Certified 
Accountants)

• Accounting Edition

• ADCI (Association of Diving Contractors International)

• ARHIP (Mexican Association of Human Resources for 
the Oil Industry)

• ASNT (The American Society For Nondestructive 
Testing)

• ASPRI (Association of Process Industry)

• Association of Crewing Companies of St. Petersburg

• Association of Polish Manning Agents and Recruiters

• Association of Trade and Commerce Singapore

• Authorization of MRM course delivery 

• AutoCAD - Autodesk technical drawings

• BIMCO

• Business for Social Responsibility (MACN 2020)

• CDAS Commercial Diving Association of Singapore 

• China Association of Plant Engineering Consultants 

• CIMA Indonesian Manning Agency Association

• CIPD SUBS 2020 (Chartered Inst. Of Personnel and 
Development)

• C-Map - Distance Calculator 

• Connecticut Maritime Association (CMA)

• Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Cypus

• CROSMA - Croatian Ship Manning Association 

• Cyprus Employers and Industrialist Federation (OEB)

• Cyprus International Business Association

• Cyprus Marine Club

• Cyprus Marine Environment Protection Association 
(CYMEPA)

• Cyprus Shipowners Employers Association- CBA 
Committee

• Cyprus Shipping Chambers (CSC) - Membership

• Dataloy Sstems A/S Distance Tables 

• DROPS (Dropped Objects Prevention Scheme)

• ElNavi

• European Chamber of Commerce of the Philippines 
(ECCP)

• Expolink Europe Ltd 

• Federation of India Export Organisation

• Filipino Association for Mariners Employment (FAME)

• FOSMA - Foreign Owners Representatives and Ship 
Managers Association

• Full VOD

• Furuno ECDIS CAT workstation

• German-Philippine Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry, Inc. (GPCCI)

• GLNG Digest

• Halal Certification

• Haufe Service Center

• Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce

• Hong Kong Shipowners Association

• IADC (International Association of Drilling Contractors)

• IHS Markit Database

• IMarEST

• IMCA (International Marine Contractors Organisation)

• Indo German Chamber of Commerce

• Intercargo

• InterManager

• International  Maritime Employers Council ( IMEC) 

• International Council on Combustion Engines (CIMAC)

• Intertanko

• IOSH (Institue of Occupational Safety and Health)

• IRATA (Industrial Rope Access Association)

• ISDA International Swaps and Derivatives Association

• Isle of Man Chamber of Commerce

• Isle of Man Shipping Association

• Jobships

• Krunch

• KVH Media Group - Newslink

• LEXISNEXIS, Health & Safety Management 
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APPENDIX 1 MEMBERSHIPS

• Marex Media- Advt in Matrix Magazine

• Marine Engineers review India

• Marine Opportunity- Advert in MO magazine

• Marine Preservation Association

• Marinetraffic

• Marino World

• Maritime Training Service training videos

• Martecma - technical manager association

• Nah- und Mittelost-Verein

• Nautical Institute, London

• Navigate Response (Asia)

• NewBase

• Philippine-Japan  Manning Consultative Council, Inc. 
(PJMCC)

• PRAMARIN - Indonesian Maritime Practitioner 
Association 

• Q88 - Commercial Shipping Management Software

• REGS4SHIPS

• RightShip

• Riviera - LNG Shipping & Terminals

• Safety at Sea  (IHS)

• Sailor Today

• Sea&jobs

• Sealine Group- Advt in Sealine Magazine

• Seamans Jobsite

• Seaway Magazine

• SGMF

• SIGTTO 

• Singapore Business Federation (SBF)

• Singapore Institute of Arbitrators (SIARB)

• Singapore Recreation Club

• Singapore Rope Access Association

• Singapore Shipping Association

• Subsea Newswire

• The India CEO Forum 

• The Mission to Seafarers

• The Motorship

• The Nautical Institute 

• The Naval Architect

• Tinig ng Marino

• Trade Maker

• Tradelink

• Ukrainian Maritime Union

• VDR

• Video Tel

• Wista - Women’s International Shipping  

& Trading Association

• Witherby Publishing Group - E-Books

• Zoom Licences

• Lloyd’s List 

• SEA-WEB

• Tradewinds
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APPENDIX 2 EMPLOYEE CLASSIFICATION

The table provides information on the number of shore employees by gender and 
region based on their employment type (permanent, temporary, full-time or part-time).

Shore Employees Data 2020 Number

Total number of shore employees 1446
PERMANENT EMPLOYEES BY GENDER
Females 670
Males 745
PERMANENT EMPLOYEES BY REGION
Asia Pacific 601
Europe 356
India 275
Latin America 5
Middle East 164
America 14
TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES BY GENDER
Female 10
Males 14
TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES BY REGION
Asia Pacific 7
Europe 17
FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES BY GENDER
Females 661
Males 754
PART-TIME EMPLOYEES BY GENDER
Females 25
Males 6

The table provides information on the number of seafarers by region of 
employment. Seafarers are contracted for fixed periods.

Seafarer Data 2020 Number 

Total number of seafarers 21,008

NUMBER OF SEAFARERS BY ENTITY

BSM China 1
BSM Cruise 60
BSM Cyprus 17
BSM Germany 124
BSM Greece 132
BSM India 3
BSM Isle of Man 22
BSM Singapore 69
CSC China 2,264
CSC Croatia 254
CSC Ghana 340
CSC India 3,540
CSC Indonesia 746
CSC Latvia 403
CSC Mexico 227
CSC Myanmar 746
CSC Philippines 6,832
CSC Poland 595
CSC Romania 443
CSC Russia 1,322
CSC Ukraine 1,143
CSC Venezuela 92
Pronav 19
Third-party Agencies 1614
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The number and rate of new employee hires and low employee turnover signify 
our ability to attract and retain a diverse workforce consisting of high-level 
professionals. 

The table indicates the number of new employees at shore by gender and age and 
as a  percentage of the total number of new shore employees. It also indicates the 
percentage of new employees as per the total number of shore employees. 

The table shares information on the number of shore employees turnover by gender 
and age as and as a percentage of the total number of shore employees turnover. 
It also provides the percentage of employees turnover as per the total number of 
shore employees. 

New Shore Employee 
Hires 2020

Number 
Employee Hire Rate by 
Group

BY GENDER

Female 124 18%

Male 149 20%

BY AGE

Under 30 113 39%

30-50 143 16%

Over 50 17 6%

TOTALS

New employee hires (A) 273 /

New employees turnover (B) 3 /

All shore employees (C) 1446 /

New employee hire rate 
[(A-B)/C]

/ 19%

Shore Employee 
Turnover 2020

Number 
Employee Turnover 
by Group

BY GENDER

Female 76 11%

Male 77 10%

BY AGE

Under 30 36 12%

30-50 84 9%

Over 50 33 11%

TOTALS

New employee turnover 
(A)

153 /

All shore employees (B) 1446 /

Employee turnover rate 
(A/B)

/ 11%

APPENDIX 3 NEW EMPLOYEE HIRES AND TURNOVER 
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The table indicates the number of new seafarers by region and as a  percentage of 
the total number of new seafarers. It also indicates the percentage of new seafarers 
as per the total number of shore seafarers. 

The table shares information on the number of seafarers turnover by region as 
and as a percentage of the total number of seafarers turnover. It also provides the 
percentage of seafarers turnover as per the total number of seafarers. 

New Seafarer Hires Number Rate
BY ENTITY
CSC Mexico 89 0.42%
CSC India 491 2.34%
CSC China 871 4.15%
CSC Croatia 110 0.52%
CSC Ghana 63 0.30%
CSC Indonesia 195 0.93%
CSC Russia 231 1.10%
CSC Latvia 24 0.11%
CSC Myanmar 73 0.35%
CSC Philippines 999 4.76%
CSC Poland 111 0.53%
CSC Romania 153 0.73%
CSC Ukraine 222 1.06%
Third-party Agencies 504 0.00%
BSM Cruise 14 2.40%
BSM China 1 0.07%
BSM Cyprus 9 0.00%
BSM Germany 40 0.04%
BSM Greece 111 0.19%
BSM India 16 0.53%
BSM Isle of Man 8 0.08%
BSM Singapore 40 0.04%
Pronav 20 0.19%
TOTALS
New seafarer hires (A) 4395 /
All seafarers (B) 21008 /
New seafarer hire rate (A/B) / 21%

Shore Employee Turnover 2020 Number Rate
BY ENTITY
CSC Mexico 44 0.21%
CSC India 483 2.30%
CSC China 739 3.52%
CSC Croatia 19 0.09%
CSC Ghana 34 0.16%
CSC Indonesia 56 0.27%
CSC Russia 119 0.57%
CSC Latvia 68 0.32%
CSC Myanmar 48 0.23%
CSC Philippines 615 2.93%
CSC Poland 43 0.20%
CSC Romania 55 0.26%
CSC Ukraine 142 0.68%
CSC Venezuela 26 0.12%
Third-party Agencies 201 0.96%
BSM Cruise 34 0.16%
BSM China 10 0.05%
BSM Cyprus 16 0.08%
BSM Germany 16 0.08%
BSM Greece 19 0.09%
BSM India 10 0.05%
BSM Isle of Man 10 0.05%
BSM Singapore 61 0.29%
TOTALS
Seafarer Turnover (A) 2,868 /
All seafarers (B) 21,008 /
Seafarer Turnover (A/B) / 14%

APPENDIX 3 NEW EMPLOYEE HIRES AND TURNOVER 
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APPENDIX 4

Country Emission Factor (grCO2/kWh) Source

EUROPE ELECTRICITY 

Germany 393.5 Data and Statistics IEA 

Cyprus 712 Electricity Authority of Cyprus 

UK 141.5 Carbon Intensity Outlook of the power sector in Great Britain 2020-2025 

Greece 464 Data and Statistics IEA 

Croatia 239 Carbon dioxide emissions in relation to the electricity produced in the CEE 2020 

Romania 252 Carbon dioxide emissions in relation to the electricity produced in the CEE 2020

Poland 675 Carbon dioxide emissions in relation to the electricity produced in the CEE 2020

Ukraine 393 Carbon dioxide emissions in relation to the electricity produced in the CEE 2020

Latvia 474 Carbon dioxide emissions in relation to the electricity produced in the CEE 2020

AFRICA

Ghana 228 Data and Statistics IEA

ASIA

Myanmar 113 Data and Statistics IEA

Indonesia 771 Data and Statistics IEA

Philippines 729 Data and Statistics IEA

India 720.5 Data and Statistics IEA

Hong Kong 738 Data and Statistics IEA

Singapore 364 Data and Statistics IEA

China 647 Data and Statistics IEA

RUSSIA 678 Data and Statistics IEA

LATIN AMERICA

Venezuela 314 Data and Statistics IEA

Mexico 454 Data and Statistics IEA

EMISSION FACTORS  – OFFICE LOCATIONS
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https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics?country=GREECE&fuel=CO2%20emissions&indicator=CO2EleBySource
https://www.eac.com.cy/EL/EAC/Sustainability/Documents/%ce%95%ce%9d%ce%95%ce%a1%ce%93%ce%95%ce%99%ce%91%ce%9a%ce%9f%20%ce%9c%ce%95%ce%99%ce%93%ce%9c%ce%91%20%ce%a3%ce%a4%ce%9f%20%ce%9b%ce%9f%ce%93%ce%91%ce%a1%ce%99%ce%91%ce%a3%ce%9c%ce%9f%20%ce%91%ce%97%ce%9a%20-%20EL.pdf
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1189677/carbon-intensity-outlook-of-great-britain/
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics?country=GREECE&fuel=CO2%20emissions&indicator=CO2EleBySource
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1083967/cee-carbon-dioxide-co2-emissions-of-the-energy-sector/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1083967/cee-carbon-dioxide-co2-emissions-of-the-energy-sector/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1083967/cee-carbon-dioxide-co2-emissions-of-the-energy-sector/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1083967/cee-carbon-dioxide-co2-emissions-of-the-energy-sector/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1083967/cee-carbon-dioxide-co2-emissions-of-the-energy-sector/
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics?country=GREECE&fuel=CO2%20emissions&indicator=CO2EleBySource
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics?country=GREECE&fuel=CO2%20emissions&indicator=CO2EleBySource
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics?country=GREECE&fuel=CO2%20emissions&indicator=CO2EleBySource
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics?country=GREECE&fuel=CO2%20emissions&indicator=CO2EleBySource
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics?country=GREECE&fuel=CO2%20emissions&indicator=CO2EleBySource
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics?country=GREECE&fuel=CO2%20emissions&indicator=CO2EleBySource
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics?country=GREECE&fuel=CO2%20emissions&indicator=CO2EleBySource
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics?country=GREECE&fuel=CO2%20emissions&indicator=CO2EleBySource
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics?country=GREECE&fuel=CO2%20emissions&indicator=CO2EleBySource
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics?country=GREECE&fuel=CO2%20emissions&indicator=CO2EleBySource
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics?country=GREECE&fuel=CO2%20emissions&indicator=CO2EleBySource


APPENDIX 5 VEHICLES FUELS EMISSION FACTORS

Fuel CO2 (kg/Gallon) CO2 (kg/lt)

Gasoline/Petrol 8.70 2.30

On-Road Diesel Fuel 10.09 2.88

LPG 5.84 1.54

CNG 0.05 0.013

LNG 4.52 1.19

Ethanol 5.56 1.47

100% Biodiesel 9.46 2.50

E85 Ethanol/Gasoline 1.30 0.34

B20 Biodiesel/Diesel 8.07 2.13
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ABOUT THIS REPORT

This is the first external Sustainability Report published by Bernhard Schulte 
Shipmanagement (BSM). The report aims to transparently disclose information 
of BSM’s social and environmental performance, and the corresponding actions 
needed to improve both negative and positive impacts.

This Sustainability Report covers the period from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 
2020 and will be published on an annual basis. The next Sustainability Report for 
2021 is scheduled for June 2022. 

This report has been prepared in accordance with the GRI Standards: Core option.  
We also use the UN Sustainability Development Goals framework to inform the 
content of this report.

Our Sustainability Report and GRI Content Index are available on our website, with 
a downloadable PDF version.

Report Scope

The information presented in this report was collected from our various subsidiaries 
and entities, in all locations where we operate. While we have made reasonable 
efforts to provide and include information based on accurate data, some of the 
information may be based on estimations.

In 2020, COVID-19 affected BSM’s operations, and therefore the figures provided in 
this report do not represent our normal operations. As a result, it is expected that in 
future reports, our figures may greatly vary.

While this report has been prepared in good faith, no representation, warranty, 
assurance or undertaking (express or implied) is or will be made, and no 
responsibility or liability is or will be accepted by BSM, by any of their respective 
officers, employees, or agents in relation to the adequacy, accuracy, or 

completeness of this report. All and any such responsibility and liability are expressly 
disclaimed.

Actual future results and trends may differ materially from historical results or those 
reflected in any forward-looking statements made herein, depending on a variety 
of factors and circumstances, some of which are outside the control of BSM. BSM 
assumes no obligation to update any forward-looking statements contained in this 
report as a result of new information or future events or developments.

STAY UP TO DATE

We value your questions, comments, or suggestions. For any information 
regarding the report or our progress please contact the Sustainability Team.

SHARE YOUR FEEDBACK TO:

Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement (Cyprus) Ltd.
Hanseatic House, Spyrou Araouzou 111 
Limassol 3036 
Cyprus

Department: BSM Sustainability Team

Email: sustainability@schultegroup.com

REPORT PREPARED BY: BSM Sustainability Core Team
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GLOSSARY

Abbreviation Definition

AMA Ask Me Anything

BBS Behaviour-Based Safety 

BI Business Intelligence 

BSM Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement

BUNKER International Convention on Civil Liability for Bunker Oil Pollution Damage

CEO Chief Executive Officer

CLP Climate Launchpad

CMS Competency Management System

COO Chief Operating Officer

CSC Crew Service Centre

CSR Corporate Social Responsibility

EEOI Energy Efficiency Operational Index 

EGCS Exhaust Gas Cleaning Systems

eRbooks electronic Record books

ESS Employee Satisfaction Survey 

EU MRV EU MRV (Monitoring, Reporting, Verification) Regulation

FAQs Frequently Asked Questions 

GDPO Global Data Protection Officer

GDPR General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679

GHG Greenhouse gas 

GMP Garbage Management Plan 

GRI Global Reporting Initiative Standard

HiPo High Potential accelerator programme

HoD Head of Department

HR MARINE Group Human Resources Marine

HR SHORE Group Human Resources Shore
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Abbreviation Definition

IMO International Maritime Organisation

IMO DCS IMO DCS (Data Collection System for fuel oil consumption)

INTERTANKO International Association of Independent Tanker Owners

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

ISWAN International Seafarers’ Welfare and Assistance Network 

JV Joint Venture

KPI Key Performance Indicator 

LTI Loss Time Injury

LTIF Lost Time Injury Frequency

LWC Lost Workday Case

MARPOL International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships

MDT Management Development Track 

MLC Maritime Labour Convention 2006

MoC Management of Change

MTC Maritime Training Centre

NGO On-Governmental Organisation

NOx Nitrogen Oxide

ODS Ozone-Depleting Substances

QHSE Quality, Health, Safety and Environmental Management System

PAL SmartPAL – a proprietary fully web-based enterprise resource planning software for ship managers and owners

PIS Partners in Safety

PPD Permanent Partial Disability

PPE Personal Protective Equipment

QDMS Quality Document Management System 
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Abbreviation Definition

RA Risk Assessment

RPM Real-time Performance Monitoring 

S.M.A.R.T Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and Timely 

S.M.C Schulte Marine Concept

SBV Samartha Bharat Vyaspith 

SDG Sustainable Development Goals

SEEMP Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan 

SGMF Society for Gas as a Marine Fuel

SIGTTO Society of International Gas Tanker and Terminal Operators

SIP Ship Implementation Plan

SMC Ship Management Centre

SMS Safety Management Systems

SOLAS International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea 1974

SOx Sulphur Oxide

SPD Superintendent Development Programme

SS The Sailors Society 

STCW Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping

SWA Seafarer‘s Wives Association 

TRC Total Recordable Case

TRCF Total Recordable Case Frequency

VOC Volatile Organic Compounds

WFH Work-From-Home

WMU World Maritime University 
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